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Indirect rule was an administrative policy that utiltzed 
native customs, traditions, institutions ana people by fitting 
them into the British framework of colonial administration. It 
developed from both an economic necessity and a strong desire 
to establish local self-administering centers. The idea of 
future self-government was the essential difference between 
direct and indirect rule. Although some countries, such as 
France, used native institutions as part of their ~olonial 
administration, the policy was still direct because they had .. 
no plans for self-government, but instead assimi_lation into the 
traditional French-pattern. Furthermore, even though British 
colonial administrators often appeared to be ruling directly, 
1Y\ 91 ~A, 
the policy was still indirect since the goal was the establishment 
of local self-government. 
Books dealing with imperialism often give the impression 
that indirect rule was formulated solely and completely by · 
Sir Frederick Lugard during his administratjon in Northern Nigeria 
from 1900-1906. However, local self-admin_istering_ centers were 
in existence before 1900. Nevertheless, Lugard taking this general 
idea constructed a formal and systematic policy of indirect rule . It 
is so called the Lugardian style to distinguish it from other forms 
of indirect rule. 
This thesis deals with the formulation and the implementation 
of indirect rule by Lugard, first in Northern Nigeria, and then . in 
Southern Nigeria. Chapter One describes the historical events sur-
rounding the conquest and pacification of the Northern Nigerian Fulani 
Emirates in which the right to rule was gained by the British, 
Chapter Two outlines Lugard 's policies of government in Northern 
Nigeria. Indirect rule--Lugardian style--rested on a three-stone 
foundation which involved native authorities , native courts and direct 
taxation. 
Chapter Three shows that even though the external machinery 
(native authorities, native courts and direct taxation) of Lugardian 
style indirect rule was not found in the colonial administration of 
Southern Nigeria -before 191 4, southern administrators, by allowing the 
growth of self-governing units, did rule indirectly. 
In this paper, the author examines the conception, growth and 
maturation of Lugardian style indirect rule, and traces its success 
in the North, and its corresponding failure in the South, 
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PREFACE 
After Horld War_II, many African colonists began to turn their 
thoughts inward in the true national is tic spirit, and it was during 
this· period of fervor that the studying, analyzation and writing of 
pertinent African history took seed. Even now in the 197O.'s there 
are s1;_ill areas of African history not· fully researched. 
· This thesis. is written for a personal and almost selfis~ 
pleasure--the desire to knov1 more about Sir Frederick Lugard and 
indirect rule. The comments, criticisms and conclusions noted in 
this paper are my own. 
My only regret is that I did not have the opportunity to go 
t9 th"e National Archives at Kaduna, or Ibadan, in Nigeria, or to 
London to .study the Luga rd Papers •. However, I am grateful to the · 
reference librarians at Ohio State University, in particular Mr. 
Bernard B~o_ck, for giving me access to the Annual Reports of the 
. . 
C_olonial Office. I wish to.thank our own Morehead State librarians, 
. .. 
ei;pe"cially Mrs. -~aMerle Bentley, without whom many important 
. references -~1ould have escaped me. . . . 
. 
I am gratefu 1 _to Dr. Roscoe 
i>layforth,- Dean of the School of Social Sciences, and Dr. Edmund 
Hicks, Chairman of the Hi story Department, for the opportunity to 
. . . 
be a- graduate assistant for Dr. Perry LeRoy-, and for the privilege 
-of'requesting primary documents under a limited budget. 
I.. 
ii 
Dr. Le.Roy, Professor of History, who whetted my thirst for 
knowledge about Africa., and who guided, sometimes prodded, my way 
through th·is study, can never be-tlianked enough. In closing, I 
realize that without the reassurance, patience, and love of my 
husband, Gene, this thesis would have never been completed. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Indirect rule was an administrative policy that utilized 
native customs, traditions, institutions and people by fitttng 
them into the British framework of colonial administration, it 
developed from both an economic necessity and a strong desire 
to establish local self-administering centers. The idea of 
future self-government was the essential difference between 
direct and indirect rule. Although some countries; such as 
France, used native institutions as part of their colonial 
administration, the policy was still direct because they had 
no plans for self-government, but instead assimilatio_n into the 
traditional French pattern. Furthermore, even though British 
colonial administrators often appeared to be ruling directly, 
the _policy was still indirect since the goal' was the establishment 
I 
of local self-government. 
Books dealing with imperialism of.ten give the impression 
that indirect rule was formulated solely and compietely by Sir 
Frederick Lugard during his administration in Northern Nigeria 
from 1900-1906. However, local sel f-admi ni s_teri ng centers were 
in existence before 1900. Nevertheless, Lugard taking this 
. general idea constructed a for,~.l and systematic policy of indirect 
rule. rt is so called the Lugardian style-to distinguish it from 
l 
2 
other forms of indirect rule. 
This thesis deals with the formulation and the implementation 
of indirect rule by Lugard, first in Northern Nigeria, and then 
in Southern Nigeria. Chapter One describes the historical events 
surrounding the conquest and pacification of the Northern Nigerian 
fulani Emirates in which the right to rule was gained by the British. 
Chapter Two outlines Lugard's policies of government in 
Northern Nigeria. Indirect rule-~Lugardian style--rested on a 
three-stone foundation which involved native authorities, native 
courts and direct taxation. 
Chapter Three shows that even though the external machinery 
(native authorities, native courts and direct taxation) of 
Lugardian style indirect rule was not found in the colonial 
administration of Southern Nigeria before 1914, southern adminis-
trators, by allowing the growth of self-governing units, did rule 
indirectly. 
In this paper, the author examines the conception, growth 
and maturation of Lugardian style indirect rule, and traces its 
success in the North, and its corresponding failure in the South. 
CHAPTER I 
THE PACIFICATION OF NORTHERN NIGERIA 
During the last half of the nineteenth century, Great Britain 
increased its colonization efforts. British imperialism was prompted 
by several earlier impulses; (1) During the l820's and l830's Britain 
took it upon herself to be the world's guardian so far as slave trade 
was involved; thus, the British, through humanitarian impulses became 
involved in world affairs; (2) In order to insure the death of the 
slave trade, it was necessary to substitute this trade with something 
more "legitimate." 
It was through the abolition of the slave trade and the creation 
of commercial trade that the British government through various chartered 
trading companies became more involved and interested in Nigeria. By the 
last decade of the nineteenth century, the British had a firm hold and 
claim to Southern Nigeria, with Lagos, a colony and the Oil Rivers area, 
being a protectorate. 
During this time the largest commercial trading company, the 
Royal Niger Company_, under the leadership of Sir George Goldie,1 had 
branched out into the area between the confluence of the Niger and 
Benue rivers. This company, as was the practice, had made commercial 
1Taubman-Goldie, Sir George Dashwood, 1846-1925. K.C.M.G., 
F.R.S.; Attended Berl in Conference of 1885; Founder and Governor of 
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treaties with various pagan chiefs and Islamic emirs of this area. By 
1900 the Company had si gned treaties with the Emirs of Nupe, Ilorin, 
Muri, and Adamawa. These emirs did not consider that they had released 
any of their sovereignty, in fact, the company often subsidized the emirs 
for the use of their lands. Even in the Sokoto Treaty of 1894, in which 
the Caliph2 had granted to the company his entire trade rights to the 
country on both sides of t he Benue, the Cali ph believed that this was 
merely a commercia l treaty. The Company was to be the only middleman 
between the Caliph and other foreigners . 
Since the company had also made treaties with non-Muslim pagan 
chiefdoms, the company soon was placed in an awkward, and sometimes 
dangerous position. The Royal Ni ger Company had promised to protect 
the pagan kingdoms from the slave- raiding emirates, and at the same 
time had also agreed not to interfere with the practi ces of the Moslem 
emirates. Theoretically, the company had abolished slavery, but they 
were unable to enforce his law. 
Meanwhile, the company was forced to finance and administer 
certain necessary offices, such as telegraphs, police, roads and others, 
thereby making the operation unprofitable . Furthermore, French trading 
companies were starting to operate in the Northern Nigerian area, with 
the support of French troops operati ng in the Bornu-Lake Chad area . 
Therefore, with increased competition, expenditures and failures in 
business, the Royal Niger Company persuaded the British government to 
assume responsibility for administering Northern Nigeria. 
2The Caliph or Sultan was the religious and political leader 
of the Muslim Fulani of Northern Nigeri a . The emirs were the provincial 
heads, who were subservant to the Cal i ph. 
6 
Although the British government was reluctant to burden British 
taxpayers with another overseas colony, and although they realized that 
Korthern Ni geria was not commercially valuable, Brita i n agreed to take 
over in order to thwart French interes t in this area . Therefore, unlike 
Southern Nigeria, commercial profits pl ayed no initial part in the 
British interest of Northern Nigeria, but it was international competition 
and jealousy which resulted in the creation of the Protectorate of 
Northern Nigeria. 
With the transfer of administrative responsibilities from the 
Royal Niger Company t o Great Britain, the company lands, supposedly 
purchased from their native owners by the company, were sold to Great 
. 
Britain and considered Crown Lands. The Royal Niger Company territories 
were divided into two portions , with the southern portion being attached 
to the Oi l Rivers Protectorate and forming the Protectorate of Southern 
Nigeria, while the whole northern area of the Benue River and the 
northern area up to the Anglo-French boundary lines were to constitute 
the Protectorate of Northern Nigeria. 3 
Each protectorate was to have an administration with its own 
High Ccmrr:i ss foner . freder-ick Luga rd; who was cnmma11der of the \..'est 
African Frontier Force, was named High Commissioner of Northern l~igeria. 
Africa Company, Lugard had al ready proven his abilities to main-
tain peace between contending parties. Moreover, he had experience 
as the military leader and organizer of the \•'est African Frontier Force 
3sir Charles Orr , The Making of Northern Nigeria (New York: 
Barnes and Noble, Inc., 1965), p. 42 . 
7 
in Northern N_igeria. Even though a military man with little adminis-
trative experience, while in Buganda he began to formulate his own 
ideas of governmental policy: 
With regard to internal control in Uganda, in my 
opinion, the object to be aimed at in the administra-
tion of this country is to rule through its own execu-
tive government. The people are singularly intelligent, 
and have a wonderful appreciation of justice and of 
legal procedure, and our aim should be to educate and 
develop this sense of justice. r think myself that, by 
careful selection, even now the various provinces could 
be ruled by chiefs, who would rapidly conform to European 
methods. 
· An arbitrary and despotic rule, which takes no account 
of native customs, traditions and prejudices, is not suited 
to the successful development of an infant civilization, 
nor, in my view, is it in accordance with the spirit of 
British colonial rule. The King had been proved incompe-
tent and useless, ~ut the Resident should rule through 
and by the Chiefs. 
With his appointment as High Commisstoner, Lugard faced many 
obstacles. "Money was scarce, an administrative staff existed only on 
paper, housing facilities were pitiful, local rulers were defiant, 
s~ave-raiding was chronic and alarming reports frequently reached head-
quarters concerning French aggression in the Lake Chad country. 115 
Therefore, in order to establish an efficient administration, Lugard 
first had to subdue the Fulani emirates. However, the Colonial Office 
was quite reluctant to spend more money and manpower to extend its 
control over a larger area. Therefore, Lugard used slave--raiding as 
his excuse to conquer and establish absolute rule over all of Northern 
Nigeria. 6 
Vol. 
4Frederick Luga rd, The Rise of. Our East African· Empire, 
II. (London: Frank Cass and Company, '1968), pp. 649-651. 
5Arthur Norton Cook, British Enterprise in-Nigeria. 
(London: Frank Cass and Company, 1964), pp. 149-TsO. 
6orr, Northern Nigeria, p. 83. 
8 
At the time of the·establishment·of the Protectorate of 
Northern Nigeria, Northern Nigeria consisted of 60th non-Muslim pagan 
states and Muslim areas under either the Sokoto Caliphate or the Bornu 
Shehus. The native Hausa people were found in the Muslim area of 
Sokoto. They were conquered by Uthman dan Fodio, who led the jihad 
of the Fulani people in 1804. However, this Fulani conquest was not 
completely successful, and there were many pagan tri6es in the Bauchi 
plateau area. The Fulani raided the pagan areas for slaves, and the 
pagans in turn attacked the caravans. The country was becoming depopu-
lated; roads were unsafe; and people·were starving.? 
The Muslim northern area under Sokoto had a highly organized 
system of a feudal authoritarian type of government. Tne Sultan, 
the religious and political head, resided in Sokoto, the capitol. 
"The greatest bond that held the emirate together was its common 
Islamic faith and the recognition of the Caliph as Amir-al-mumin, 
or commander of the faithful, and therefore the ultimate source of 
a 11 authority. 118 
Provinces, or emirates, ruled by the chiefs or emirs, made up 
the Caliphate or· Islamic state. The Caliph received tribute in the 
form of different taxes from the different provinces. The emirs, 
on their part, received payment from taxes collected by the village 
and district heads, The emir, in turn, would reward his servants 
and subjects. 
?cook, British Enterprise, p. 153. 
8obaro Ikime, "The Establishment of Indirect Rule in 
Northern Nigeria," Tarikh, Vol. III, No, 3(1970) P: 3. 
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"Revenue was raised in the form of var ious taxes such as 
the Kharaj, a l and tax; the Zakka, a levy on certain agricultural 
products; and the Jangal i, a tax on cattle. Craftsmen and certain 
professionals, such as butchers and dyers, had a tax imposed on them. 119 
When an emir died, a council of el ectors of that particular 
emirate chose the new emir, with the Sultan's permission . Officials 
of the Sultan periodically vi s ited the various provinces to observe 
that the administrc1.tio11 conforrnen to Islarni c law. To provide unity 
and secure l oyalty, the Sultan often arranged political marriages: 
marriages to rel atives of the different emirs. 
Even though the Sultan was the head of the Fulani 
state, the emi rs had a great deal of power with little interference. 
Each province had its own administration, which was relatively 
autonomous. Nevertheless, the Sultan would give assistance when 
asked or co ul d intervene if he felt it necessary. 1-/ithin each 
province a counci l advised the emir, and there were district heads 
who were in charge of different areas of land. These people 
generally stayed at the court so that the emir could observe them 
and be sure of their loyalty . In the small villages, the people 
el ected village heads. 
The Fulani state also had an efficient judicial system 
headed by al ka l i or judges. Using Musl i m law as their basis, they 
rendered dec i sions on cases within the province. Although the emir 
9rbi d. , p. 3. 
11 
was the highest judi ci al author ity within his provi nce, a case 
could be brought to the supreme cour t of the Sul tan . 
Although the British thought that as of January l, 1900, 
they were to rule Northern Nigeria, the Fulani, Hausa, and Bornu 
people of Northern Nigeria di d not want and resisted Bri t i sh rule. 
Lugard found it necessary to gain control of the vast region by 
treaties or military conquest . Often the Fulani Muslims refused to 
yield the i r sovereignty to the Rritish, Thi s res i ~tnnr.e wns based on 
Isiamic dogma that Mus l i ms couid not be ruied by non -Musiims or 
nonbel ievers. The emirs moreover frequent ly escaped f rom the Bri tish 
since the Koran encouraged flight From non-Musl im rule . 10 Such 
flights were also connected to the i llegal slave trade , one of the 
most serious problems Lugard encountered his first year. 
Continued s l ave ra i di ng gave Lugard the opportunity_ to 
engage i n his first mi li tary campaign a few months after the 
P~otectorate of Northern Nigeria came into being on paper . This 
campaign was against the Emi r of Lapai, Abdulkadiri, who was 
stationed at Gulee and who had res umed slave raidi ng . The Emir 
fled and disappeared into obscurity. 11 
At the same time, the Emirs of K.ontagora and Bida were 
threatening the region with slave raiding parties. Due to the 
outbreak of the Ashanti War, Lugard was forced to send to the Gold 
Coast al l the troops and guns he could spare. Final ly in December, 
1900, the troops returned and Lugard was able to proceed with his 
l Oibid . , p. 4. 
11 A.H .M . Kirk-Greene and Paul Nev11Tian, ed., \i/est African 
Travels and Adventures: The Star of Maimaina of Je a, Chief 
of Askira . New Haven: Ya e University Press, 1971 , pp. 139-140. 
12 
plans to occupy Northern Nigeria. During this time, a few small 
patrols had been attacked by Kontagora cavalry. 12 
Lugard ordered a campaign against Bida and Kontagora 
without even attempting to contact the Sultan or Emir of Gwandu 
to enlist their cooperation in an effort to restrain their 
belligerent vassals. 13 Colonel George Kembell, R.A .,14 the acting 
commandant, and a strong force of men captured the town of Konta-
gora. The emir, Ibrahim Nagwamatse, was finally captured. When 
asked to cease the sic:1ve rdids, he ansv,ered, '1Can a cat be stoppea 
from mousing? 11 and "declared that he would die with a slave in his 
mouth. 1115 Luga rd' s response to that cha 11 enge was to write to the 
Caliph of Sakata, informing the Caliph that the Emir of Kontagora 
had been removed as emir and asking the Caliph to suggest a replace-
ment. However, Lugard moved on his own and restored Ibrahim 
Nagwamatse's predecessor, the Emir Muhammadu. 16 
12Great Britain, Parliament, Parliamentary Papers, Colonial 
Office, Annual Reports : Northern Nigeria, 1900-1901, ed . 788-16, 
pp. 14-15. Throughout this paper these will be noted as Reports, 
with the year and page number. 
13Hugh A. S. Johnston, The Fulani Empire of Sokoto, (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1960), p. 232. 
14Kembe11, Maj . Gen . (later Sir) George, K.C.M.G., C.B . ,.D .S.O., 
1859-1941; 1878, joined Royal Artillary; 1879-80, served in Afghanistan ; 
1897-8, North-West Frontier, India; 1901-5, Inspector-General, West 
African ~rontier Force; 1909-13, Assistant Director and Director of 
\~ar Office; 1914, Maj. General and Brigade Commander, India; 1915-16, 
World War I. 
15Margery Perham, Lugard : The Yea rs of Authority, (London: 
Coll ins, 1960), p. 46. 
16Hugh A. S. Johnston, The Fulani Empire of Sokoto, (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1960), p. 233. 
13 
Slave raiding also became t he pretext for a campaign aga i nst 
the Emir of Bida, Abu Bakri. Goldie had once expelled him but he 
returned because the Company could not afford to wage another cam-
paign against him. Lugard requested the Emir meet with him, but Abu 
Bakri fl ed. Then the troops , accompani ed by Lugard, entered Bida . 
Lugard install ed Markum, the man who Goldie had selected at the time 
Abu ~akri had been expelled, as emir without consult ing the Sultan. 
After fifteen exhausting months in Nigeria, during which he 
had waged continual camp~ igns ~nrl re~oved severa l emirs, 
r eturned to London in April, 1901, where he rema ined for seven months. 
During this time, the Deputy- High Corrnnissioner, Hilli am Wallace,17 
assumed in theory his position. Ho,,.1ever, in fact, Lugard directed 
the protectorate by telegraph and less adequate means of communications . 
It was in this manner he guided the next military campai gn which was 
directed against the Benue River Emi rate of Adamawa with its capital 
at Yola. Following t he teachings of true Islamic dogma, the Emir 
Zubeiru refused to negotiate wi th the British . Yola, the capitol of 
the Emirate , was a great distributing point for the slave trade. Cap-
tives were brought here for transport to the northern provinces . In 
August, 1901, Colonel Thomas Morland,18 wi th Lugard sti ll in London, 
ll\-/allace, Sir \1/i ll iam , 1856-1916, K.C.M.G., F.R.G.S.: 1878, 
joined the Royal Niger Company; became one of the Agent-Generals ; 
1900 , Resident-General; 1900-1910, Deputy-High Commissioner, 
Northern Nigeria. 
18Morl and, General (later Sir) Thomas Lethri dge Napier, 1865-
1925 ; K.C. B., K.C.M.G., O.S.O.; 1897-8 and 1901 -3, served in Nigeria ; 
1905 , Inspector-General , West Afri can Fronti er Force; 191 0-13, 
Brigadier-General Commanding 2nd Infantry Brigade, Aldershot; 1914-18 , 
served in World War I; 1922-3, General Officer Commander-in- Chief , 
Aldershot Co~mand. 
14. 
headed a small expedition against Yola. After the Emir.Zubeiru 
escaped, a new emir, Zupeiru's brother, Bobbo Ahmadu, was installed. 19 
Lugard's attention was now.once again drawn to the Lake Chad 
''\ 
region. Earlier he had anticipated a conflict with Rabeh, a former 
lieutenant under Zubehr Pasha of the Sudan. In 1893, Rabeh had 
invaded Bornu and claimed the throne. However, Rabeh was killed by 
French Forces in a fierce battle at Kuseri in 1900. · The next crisis 
was triggered when Rabeh's ~on, Fadr-el-Allah, took charge·of his 
father's troops and reappeared in the British~claimed Born·u area. 
The French then followed Fadr-al-Allah across the border. ThJs 
situation could have created an international incident since the 
French were in British territory; furthermore, Fadr-el-Allah then 
asked for British protection. 
Lugard did not want to side against the French·, yet he 
knew of no one more capable of ruling Bornu than fadr-el-Allah. 
Furthermore, if chaos and instability developed, the Fr~nch might 
march in and take over. Lugardls troops were still involved in 
the Ashanti War and therefore he could not occupy Bornu. However, 
Lugard did no have to make a decision, the French killed Fadr-el-Allah 
in battle. 20 
Upon arriving· from England in November of 1901, Lugard sent 
Colonel Morland to occupy Bornu and to remedy the .Emirate of Bauchi 
situation while en route to Bornu. Upon the approach of Morland, 
,'l 9perh·a~, Authority, p. 48. 
20Johnston, Fulani Empire, p. 237. 
15 
the Emir of Bauchi fled, and a new emir was appointed by William 
Wa 11 ace, Luga rd' s representative. Once _again Luga rd ignored the 
Sultan in deposing one emir and appointing another. 21 
Colonel Morland continued on towards Bornu, but near Tango 
encountered the troops of a determined Muslim, Mallam Jibrilla. 
The British 11ere victorious and not only prevented the seizure of 
Gombe, but apprehended Mallam Jibrilla, who was sent to Lokoja. 22 
lvhen Colonel Morland finally reached the Bornu area, he discovered 
that the French had imposed a fee on the newly French-appointed 
Bornu Sheikh for ridding the Bornu people of Fadr-el-Allah. Morland 
then permitted the rightful ruler, Sheikh Shefu Garbai, to return 
and Colonel Morland stopped the payment of the fees to the French. 
A company of Soldiers was left in Bornu to_ secure peace. 23 
By the middle of 1902, occupation of Northern Nigeria had been 
extended to all but the strongest Fulani states--Kano, Katsina, 
. Sokoto, and Zaria. Nevertheless, the British found it essential to 
reinstitute military action to maintain order. The next occasion 
for Brittsh intervention was·provided by the.actions of Emir Ibral'lim 
of Kontagora; he was slave raiding in the territory of the Emir of 
Zaria, Kwasau, who was feuding with the Sultan of Sokoto. Since the 
Sultan refused to stop his nephew, Emir Ibrahim, from ravaging Zaria, 
Emir Kwasau, therefore, appealed to Lugard to help him. The British 
21 Ibid., p. 237. 
22orr, Northern-Nigeria, p. 108. 
23Perham, Authority, p. 932. 
'16 
army quickly established a_ garrison near the city of Zaria. 24 
However, three more emirates remained outside of British 
· control--Kano, Katsina, and Sokoto. Lugard faced many problems. 
The British government wanted to avoid trouble with Sokoto, since 
wars were expensive and_ the tax paying public. might rebel at the 
expense of another native war. 25 
Lugard had tried to communicate with the Sultan of Sokoto. 
On March 18, 1901 , a message was sent to the Sul tan asking him 
to nominate a su~cessor for the Emir of Kontagora, since the 
British had deposed the previous emir: There was no reply. 
Finally, in May, 1902, the Sultan sent a -reply to Lugard: 
· -. From us ·to you. I do not consent that any one from 
you should ever dwell with us. I wi 11 never agree with 
you. I will have nothing ever to do with you. Between 
• us and you there are no dealings except as between Muslims 
and unbelievers, War; as God Almighty has enjoined
2
gn us. 
There is no power or strength save in God on High. 
However, there is some controversy over this particular, 
well-quoted letter and Lugard's subsequent action. Before this 
was.written, the Sultan, bothered by events.of the Bornu-Bauchi 
expedition, loss of Adamawa and other provinces, wrote another 
letter which doe·s not seem so harsh •. 
To Governor Lugard. Let it be known to you that I did not 
call on you to enter on the pacification of Bauchi or any other 
24Johnston, Fulani Empire, pp. 238-239. 
25The term "native" will be used throughout the paper in 
referring to ordinances, laws and wars; it is not meant to be a 
derogatory term referring to +Jie imperialist belief that- Af.ricans 
are savage and inferior. 
26Reports, 1902, p. l 01 • 
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place whatever, not that you shoul d enter on the pacification 
of towns or terri tories-- I seek help from no one except from 
God. You have your faith, we have ours--God i s our defense 
and our sure refuge: there is no strength or pow27 except in God on High--the Almighty--This with salutations. 
This letter, although written before the other one , arrived 
later . The above letter was translated by Resident John Burdon28 
of Bida and differed from Lugard's version found in the Annual 
Report of 1902. The tone of the second, but earlier letter, was 
known to the British government until eight months after Lugard 
received it, even though this letter gave Lugard the excuse to 
prepare for an expedition against Sokoto . 
Contemporary historian D.J.M. Muffett, in \'iriting about this 
period, feels that Zaria's resident, Captain George Abadie,29 advocate 
of mi l itary occupation and translator of Sul tan Abduts letters . 
might have mistranslated the famous hosti l e letter. 
Residents John Burdon and Charles Temple30 advised Lugard 
to continue di plomatic measures , whi le George Abadie urged military 
action. Abadie strengthened his hand with reports of resumed slave 
27Muffett, Brave Captains, p. 45. 
2Bsurdon, Major (Sir) John Alder, 1866-1933; K.B.E.; 1897, 
Niger-Sudan campaign; 1898- 99, Commander, Royal Niger Constabulary; 
1900 resident, Northern Nigeria; 1903- 6, 1909-10, resident, Sokoto; 
1910- 15 , Colonial Secretary, Barbados ; 1915-25, Administrator, St. 
Kitts; 1925-31, Governor, British Honduras. 
29Abadie, Captain George Howard Fanghawe, (died 1904); C.M.B.; 
entered Army, 1899; Captain, 1902; Resident 2nd Class, Northern 
Nigeria; Decorated for Kano-Sokoto expedition. 
30remple, Charles Lindsay,1871-1929; C.M.G. ; 1898-1901, Acting 
Consul, Paraguay; 1901-1910, Resident, Northern Nigeria; 1910-13, 
Chief Secretary, Northern Nigeria; 1914-17, Lieutenant-Governor, 
Northern Nigeria. 
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raiding by Emir Kwasau. Abadie arrested Kwasau and took him to 
Luga rd 's headquarters at Zu_ngeru. 
The arrest anct' imprisonment of Emir Kwasau angered his 
vassal, the ruler of Keffi, the Magaji Dan Yamusa. A crisis developed 
in this province and ended with the assassination of Captain Moloney, 
the British resident •. The Magaji then took refuge in Kano. 
These events gave Lugard additional reasons to proceed with an 
expedition to Kano and Sokoto. However, a week after Moloney's 
death, Sultan Abdu died and was succeeded by Attahiru. With the 
coming of a new Caliph, Lugard had the opportunity to negotiate 
a settlement, however, Lugard was determined to gain absolute 
control over the Sokoto Caliphate, and to do·this, military 
pacification.was necessary.31 
Although Burdon reported that the new Sultan wanted peace, 
Abadie kept emphasizing that the Kano "forces were butlding up and 
an attack on Zaria was eminent. Reports were reaching both Lugard 
and the Emir of Kano that the other was preparing to attack. While 
the reports about Lugard's forces were true, the Emir of Kano failed 
to increase his military forces. Although accounts of Kano preparing 
to attack proved to be mere rumors, Lugard nonetheless was preparing 
for a campaign. 
Through all the correspondence and telegraphic communications 
preceding the Kano-Sokoto expedition, L_ugard deliberately reported 
very little back to London concerning his intended attack against 
Kano and Sokoto. Since the British government was anxious to avoid 
31 Johnston, Fulani Empire, p. 281. 
' 
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any costly encounters, Luga rd, by keeping silent and going ahead, 
1·1ould eventually force them to support him, after it was too late· 
;o negotiate. After a London newspaper reported in December, 1902, 
tliat Lugard was preparing to attack Kano, the Under-Secretary of 
State, the .Earl of Onslow,32 sent a telegram to Lugard, dem~nding 
to k_now \that 1·1as happening. Even then, Lugard still did not completely 
inform hi.s superiors of his plans. 
However, by the end of December, 1902, ·Luga rd revealed his 
strategy, stressing that war 1·1as unavoidable. The Colonial Office 
had confidence in Lugard's ability to command an expedition -but was 
._disturbed that he kept his plans from them. After becoming aware 
of the camraign, Whitehall gave command of the expedition to Brigadier-
G_eneral Kembell, ·rnspector General of the Hest African frontier 
Fo_rce, in spite of the fact that Lugard favored Colonel Morland 
for that position. However, in January, 1903, the Kano-Sokoto 
ExP,edition under Col one l Morland left Zari a. The first encounter 
came when :the troops reached Bebeji; the tm·m was quickly conquered, 
The cities. between Bebeji and Kano surrendered without a battle. 
When the am1y came upon Kano, they found Emir Alieu and most 
:of his: men were-gone. Therefore, Kano was easil.}' conquered. When the 
·-Emir rece{ved .the news of the fall of Kano, he was surprised. 
Donn.ing a· disguise tie attempted to flee to Arabia, but was captured 
by some men· of. Gobir and handed over to the British au.thorities. The . .· 
· , 3?ons1ow, Hill'iam Hillie, 1853-1911; 4th Earl of Onslow; 
··1889-92, Governor of New Zealand; 1895-1900, Under-Secretary for 
India;.1900-03, Under-Secrettry for the Colonies; 1903, joined 
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Emir's troops split in two_ groups: the larger group, led by Wambai 
Abbas, returned to Kano and surrendered; the others, under Waziri 
Ahmadu, encountered a company of mounted infantry near Kotor Koshi 
and were defeated, Wambai Abbas was installed as the new e~ir. 33 
Meanwhile, Colonel Morland sent to Sultan Attahiru an ulti-
matum, stating that the British desired to avoid a confrontation, 
but on the other hand wanted to install a resident and a garrison 
in Sokoto. The Sultan followed the dogma that dictated that Muslims 
not submit to non-Muslim control and consequently Attahiru decided to 
stav in Sokoto and lead his followers into battle. The Battle of . . . 
I 
Sokoto took place on March 15, 1903, and the Sul tan was hopelessly 
overwhelmed and forced to r1ee. Attahiru released his followers 
from their oath of loyalty, thus giving them the choice of following 
him or return to Sokoto and live under British rule. The majority 
returned to Sokoto. 34· . 
With the pacification of Northern Nigeria and the establish-
ment of relative peace and stability, Lugard turned his time and. 
energy to instituting·an effective government for Northern Nigeria. 
33Johnston, Fulani ·Empire, pp. 247-248. 
34rbid., p. 252. For four and a half months Attahiru moved from 
town to town constantly pursued by the British, until they caught up 
with him and he was killed on July 27, 1903, at the Battle of Burmi. 
See Appendix A for a detailed account of his movements following the 
Battle of Sokoto. Although only a few important battles have been 
mentioned, it is important to realize that the Hausa-Fulani Muslims 
showed strong resistance to British non-Muslim rule; resistance did 
not ceas!";,"wi.th the Battle of Sokoto. 
CHAPTER II 
INDIRECT RULE--LUGARDIAN STYLE 
· During the pacification of Northern Nigeria, Lugard was ·studying 
and analyzing existing Fulani institutions. He defined a system·of 
administration now referred to as indirect rule. 
However, the origin of indirect rule is attributed to.many 
influences: Although Great Britain at the turn of the century had no 
driving desire to incur the expense of ruling a great empire directly, 
British, French, and German competition for power, resources and 
prestige in West Africa had forced England through the Royal Niger· 
Company to make commercial claims to Northern Nigeria.l Therefore, 
indirect rule is directly related to the necessity of Britain to 
uphold her overseas commitments, but at the same time not burden 
English taxpayers with the expense of direct administration. 
Sir George Goldie through the Royal Niger Company had directly 
enhanced the indirect rule policy by adapting it to the emirates 
under company influence2, yet he left Lugard little useful adminis-
trative machinery .. · The latter, out of necessity, from the advice of· 
lRobert Wilford Hannah, "The Origins of Indirect Rule in 
Northern Nigeria 1890-1904," (Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, 
Michigan Stat~~VnJY:ersity, 1969), p. 239. 
2John E. Flint, Sir George Goldie and the Making of Northern 
Nigeria, (London: Oxford University Press;-7960), p. 94. · 
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his residents, and partly from his own character, took the idea of 
indirect rule and applied its principle, in a way unique to Northern 
Nigeria. 
Goldie's policy had been to subsidize the emirs for the use 
of their land and favors. Lugard was determined that he, as the 
representative of Great Britain, would have ultimate control. In 
order to assert his power, Lugard thought it necessary to conquer 
Northern Nigeria, as the Fulani had done in the early nineteenth 
century. For all practical purposes Northern Nigeria was pacified 
by 1903. 
With the emirates subdued, Lugard presented an elaborate 
scheme for administrative theory and pol icy. · He was the one respon-
sible for instituting certain distinguishable characteristics of 
indirect rule found initiall.Y- in Northern Nigeria. However, he did 
listen to the advice and suggestions of his residents while formulating 
an administrative program. On July 10, 1900, David Carnegie3, then 
Resident of Ilorin, one of the few emirates then under British power, 
suggested that the British govern through the emirs.4 Carnegie also 
was convinced that an effective resident must continually tour his 
pro vi nee. Luga rd agreed and this concept later became a must for a 11 
residents. 
3carnegie, Hon. David Wynford, 1871-1900; Assistant Resident 
of Northern Nigeria from 1899-1900; Pioneered in West Australian 
gold fields 1892-1898; published Spinfex and Sand. 
4carnt:~7c!·to Lugard. Report for July 10, 1900; S.N.P. 
(Secretariat Northern Provinces) 15, No. 11, N.N.A.K. (Nigerian 
National Archives at Kaduna) as found in Hannah, "Origins," p. 203. 
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Dr. P.M. Dwyer, newly appointed Resident of Ilorin, in his 
report of August, 1900, _showed concern over corruption in the local 
court system. Lugard 1 s· reply of th_e, same month gives considerable 
insight into his future plans.for Northern Nigeria: 
I concur in your plan of parcelling later on, Ilorin into 
distriets and holding the headman of each responsible. I 
note your remarks about the prevalance of murder and theft 
at Ilorin. Theft is perhaps best dealt with by the native 
court, though, of course the death penalty, which even in 
the case of murder, cannot be carried out without confir-
mation by me, would n~v~r be sanctioned in cases of theft. 5 
In subsequent letters between the two men, Dwyer stated that 
the best way to administer was to support the Emir and encour~ge the. 
people to do likewise. Lugard in his reply of September 3, 1900, 
stated: 
I fully' concur with your action re: the Emir. He alone s·hould 
be recognized as having any delegated authority, and everything 
including arrest of any person under his jurisdiction must be 
done through him. 
Although Lugard lacked money, manpower, often the support of the 
Colonial Office. and was for three years engaged iri a military and 
mental struggle with the Northern emirates, he continually formulated 
and revised his concepts of administration. 
Although he issued numerous proclamations during the first 
three years, these were ineffective until the emirates submitted. 
Finally on March 21, 1903, at the installation of the new Caliph of 
Sokoto, Lugard, in a speech, outlined his new policy of native admin-
istration.6 Lugard claimed.the right of the government to appoint or 
dismiss' ali' ··~ative officials, to decide upon the basic principles of 
5Lugard to Dwyer. Letter dated August 18, 1900. S.N.P. 15, 
No. 11, N.N.A.K. as quoted ·in Hannah, ''Origins," pp. 205-206. 
6s ee Append ix B for the "Sokoto Address." 
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taxation ~,ith the right of duly appointed native authorities to collect 
taxes on behalf of the government, and he promised that the government 
would not interfere with Islam. Lugard, before the emirs and other 
officials, stated that he, representing the British government, claimed 
these particular rights by the right of conquest. 
The Administration of Northern Nigeria. 
1900-1906 
The essence of indtrect rule was that the British government 
was to administer through native authorities, who were regarded as 
an integral part of the government, and who had certain defined· powers 
and functions. 7 The emir was to understand the source of his power 
while each had to take the following oath of allegiance: 
I swear in the name of Allah, and of Mahomet his Prophet 
to well and truly serve his Majesty King Edward VII and his 
Representative the High Commissioner of Northern Nigeria .. 
To obey the laws of the Protectorate, and the lawful commands 
of the High Commissioner and of the Resident, for the infor-
mation of the High Commissioner. I will cherish in my heart 
no treachery or disloyalty, and I will rule my people with 
justice and·without partiality. And as I carry out this 
oath, so may Allah judge me.8 
Absolute and undisputed sovereignty and integration of British 
and native power were cornerstones of Lugard's indirect administration. 
However, the two pri nci pl es as implemented were often in conflict. 
Although Lugard and his residents agreed that the best way to govern 
Northern Nigeria was through existing native institutions and native 
officials, the residents disagreed on which native group, Fulani or 
Hausa·, should rule. One side, led by Major John Burdon, a Hausa-
7Reports, 1902, pp. 28-29. 
8Ibid., p. 26. 
l I 
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Fulani scholar, supported Fulani rule because he believed that their 
governmental institutions and abilities were superior to those of the 
Hausa; however, the other school of thought headed by W.B. Hewby, 
I 
Bornu resident, viewed the Fulani as aliens and believed in restodng 
f I I 
the Hausa dynasties to their previous predominance .. before the Fulani 
jihad. 
Since the Fulani accepted the legitimacy of conquest, Lugard 
supported them. He insisted that rulers who had been reinstated or· 
appointed and recognized by the government were to be upheld in every 
. ' 
way by .the resident. However, the pagan tribes were not to be under 
Muslim rulers unless.agreed by' the High Commissioner.9 The policy 
therefore of the Northern Nigeria government; as Lugard stated, was 
'.'to maintain and develop all that is best in the indigenous methods 
_· and institutions of native rule, to avoid as far as possible everything 
·that has a denationalizing tendency and to inculcate respect for 
-authority, self respect, and fair treatment of the lower classes, the 
weak and ignorant. 1110 
As stated previously, native rulers were not to be regarded as 
independent rulers, but delegates of the High Commissioner who would 
~/Ork with his representative, the resident. Each native official 
received the right to rule through the consent of the High Commissioner. 
Although under the supervision of the residents, the emirs were respon-
sible for all their subordinates, headmen, and personal entourage. 
9Lord Frederick Lugard, Political Memoranda: Revision of 
Instructions to Political Officers on.Subjects Chiefly Politicaland 
Administrativel913-1918. (3rd. ed:-;- London: Frank Cass and Company, 
1970), No. 9, pp. 296-297. 
lOLugard, Memoranda 1918, No. 9, p. 318. 
i . 
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Lugard immediately tried to reduce the number of office holders 
. 
and reform the practice of absentee landlordship, in which important 
men were kept at the emir's palace, instead of residing in their own· 
districts. Lugard, in order to eliminate extortion and bribery, 
insisted that these feudal lords return to their own fiefs and admin-
ister them, instead of relying on middle men. In his Annual Report 
of 1902, Lugard commented on the evils of absentee landlords: 
In (sic) future, appointments to these offices as they fall vacant 
will be confirmed by the High Commissioner and I hope gradually 
to bring it about that they shall be filled by men who perform 
some useful work for the state, or else by the chiefs of the 
neighboring cities.11 
However, even though the number of the emir's personal aides was 
reduced for efficiency's sake, the Class A or highest graded emirs 
kept their own judicial councils and personal police. 
In 1900 the portion of Northern Nigeria under British control 
was divided into nine provinces, but with the conquest of the Fulani 
emirates, the Protectorate was expanded to sixteen provinces. 12 In 
theory each province was under one first class resident, but, due to 
the lack of men, this was not the case. The province was divided 
into divisions, the number often depending on its size. Usually only 
one large emirate made up one division. The emirate was then sub-
divided into villages, under the village head who was responsible to 
the district head ·for the maintenance of peace and the collection of 
revenue . 
llReports, 1902, p. 51. 
12Reports, 1900-1901, p. 8. The number of provinces was 
reduced to 14 in 1904 and to 9 in 1907-. 
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Lugard, in his Political Memoranda13 , carefully outlined the 
duties of provincial residents. He insisted that residents were 
"political office.rs,_" ~!ith advisory duties not "administrative 
officers." The primary duty of a resident was to rule through the 
emirs, to educate them and to maintain the emirs' prestige. Residents 
were to establish and promote native courts in which bribery, extortion 
and "inhuman punishments" would be abolished.14 They were to travel 
throughout their provinces continually supervising the implementation 
of tax assessment, custom duties, dispatch of mails, construction of 
railroads, roads and telegraphs: Besides all this, the resident was 
to be a judge in the provincial court, travel ~ith village and district 
heads, making himself available to the people for complaints and 
grievances. In order to qualify for promotion to First Class resident, 
all residents were required to pass a language test, usually in Hausa. 
In addition, residents were required to keep detailed accounts of all 
financi a 1 transactions, population, taxes and to compi'l e monthly and 
annual reports.15 
In a country as large as Northern Nigeria with little if any 
communications network, it was not unusual that many residents often 
preferred to initiate some of their own schemes, but Lugard, jealous 
l 3p~1 iti cal M-emoranda 1906 were complete and complex instructions 
dealing 11ith all facets of indirect rule in Northern Nigeria. They 
were first published in a limited edition in 1906 without the knowledge 
of the Colonial Office, and each resident was given a copy, in order 
to familiarize himself with administrative procedure. A revised 
edition, Fon¾~i:r.ing all of Nigeria, was published in 1918. ,-
14Reports, 1900-1901, p. 28. 
15Lugard, Memoranda 1918, No. 1, pp. 11-24. 
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of his prerogative and often unwilling to delegate authority, stated 
q•uite explicitly in his Memoranda that the resident haa to "carrJ out 
loyally the policy of the High Commissioner and not inaugurate policies 
of their own." 16 
In the more advanced regions, such as the tlorthern Fulani 
Emiri!tes, the resident usually operated in an advisory capacity; 
hm:,ever, in the less advanced and usually pagan areas, where often a 
_strong native chief could not be located, the resident practiced i! 
·1arge measure of direct administraticm. Having decided on an adminis-
trative organization, Lugard next proceeded to formulate British policy 
· regarding land, slavery, education, the judicial system and taxation. 
Land Policy 
Land and its 01111ership has usually meant something different 
to Africans than to Europeans. In florthern tli geri a, as with many other 
areas of Africa, land 1·1as not thought of as private_ property, but as 
communal property. As long as man used and lived on the land, it could 
not be colisfiscated, but he also cou]d·not sell it. In Muslim areas 
·th.e. ultimate title to the land was vested ·in the Sultan. Luga rd con-
. . . 
-.cl~ded that if he, as the British representative, militarily subdued 
·. ·the ·emfrai;es .he could claim the land• b~ the right of conquest, just as 
. . . . . 
. the Ful _ani had done, and then the ultimate title to a 11 land would be 
hela bi Grea.t !lritain. This was contrary to the Royal Niger Company's 
. . . 
. . custom of· subsidiZing the emirs for the right of trade, and thus 
· admitting that the emirs, not the company, owned the 1 and. 
'I. • • ., • • 
In the Land P·roclamatiw •. of 19Qrl, Lugard reiterated his decision: 
. . 
"No person other than a· native of the r·rotectorate shall either 
16 Iiii'd., p. 10. 
j 
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directly or indirectly acquire any interest or right over land within 
Northern Nigeria without the consent in writing of the High Commis-
sioner. 11 17 Furthermore, Lugard claimed all minerals for the British 
government. 
Lugard was determined to protect the native by limiting 
exploitatfon by non-natives, while recognizing individual occupation 
rights. He insisted that the government had the authority to dispose 
of all unoccupied lands. However, this right was usually delegated 
to the heads of the communities involved. Since·many of the_Crown 
lands were actually disputed properties, they were usually left in 
the possession of the natives who used them.18 
Under Law Number 13 of 1902, Public Lands were defined as lands 
not actually_ occupied or property of a deposed ruler, and property 
falling into these categories could be leased or sold·by the High 
Commissioner and the money placed in the public revenue. Under this 
land policy, natives did not have to pay land rent, but non-natives. 
were required to pay rent, which was placed in the revenue. However, 
under the Land '.Revenue Ordinance of 1904 and the Native Revenue 
Proclamation of 1906, land was assessed as part of the income tax. 
This land policy was continued until the Land and Native Rights 
Proclamation of 1910.which made no distinction between occupied and 
unoccupied lands, and after this law all lands were to be administered 
by the Governor. 
Slavery 
Although the Royal Niger Company had abolished the legal status 
17 Reports, 1900-1901 , pp. 17-18. 
18Lugard, Memoranda 1918, No. 10, pp. 348-350. 
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of slavery, this law had not been enforced. After the advent of the 
British government into Northern Nigeria, and the. outraged cry of 
humanitarians in England, Lugard was determined to rid the country 
of the horrors of slave-raiding, which were making the country unsafe. 
Furthermore, illegal slave raiding provided Lugard with the necessary 
excuse, acceptable to Parliament, for the military pacification of 
Northern Nigeria. Although he had a natural abhorrence to the horrors 
of slavery, Lugard, being a practical man, realized that slavery was 
built into the Hausa economic system and complete abolition and 
manumission would have disrupted the.whole economic balance and 
impoverished the slaves, since many would be left homeless and 
unemployed. Lugard also recognized that many domestic slaves were 
happy and not ill-treated, and, in fact, many held honored positions. 
Adopting a policy of gradualism, Lugard in the Slavery 
Proclamation of 1901., abolished the legal status of slavery, meaning 
.that after April 1, 19011 9, no new slaves could be made and that all 
children born after that date were free. Thereafter, slave raiding 
and trading were illegal arid ·a slave owner could no longer legally 
re-capture a slave. Slaves, who desired their freedom could appeal 
to the provincial courts, however slave owners had no rights in the 
courts. Through the gradual approach and a determined effort- to make 
former slaves useful members of society, two Freed Slaves Homes were 
operating by 1904, where children were taught matmaking, pottery, 
leather work and agriculture.20 
19Reports, 1901, p. ·2s. 
20Reports, 1904, p. BO. 
Education 
Before the pacification of Northern Nigeria, there were approxi-
mately 25,000 Koranic schools in the Muslim emirates with an enrollment 
of 250,000 in which arabic writing and Koranic passages were taught 
by the Ma 11 amai. 21 
With limited resources, Lugard could not make many advances in 
the field of education during the first five years of the Protectorate, 
except to offer some vocational training in the Freed Slaves Home, 
and to hire a few African apprentices in the Public Works; Printing 
and Telegraph Departments.22 .. 
In the Annual Reports of 1905, Lugard proposed an educational 
scheme for four different c.lasses of people: (1) The Mallamai, the 
Muslim-educated Africans, would be taught English, spoken and written, 
arithmetic and geography; (2) The sons of native leaders would attend 
boarding schools strictly for future administrators to learn the art 
of ruling, but they would not be exposed to Western culture or ideas; 
(3) The children of the general population would attend primary · 
secular schools; (4) Children of African clerks and government workers 
would attend cantonment schools using European methods of education. 
In April of 1905, the first school for sons of emirs was started in 
the Sokoto Province.23 Due to the lack of both of finances and 
21Lugard, Memoranda 1918, No. 4, p. 123. 
22Reports, 1902, p. 78. 
,:• ,·-". 
23E.J. Arnett, editor and resident, Gazetteer of Sokoto Province 
(1920) in The Hausa Emirates, Vol. I of Gazetteers ofthe Northern 
Provinces, ed. by A.H.M. Kirk-Greene (4 vols.; London:Frank Cass and 
Company, 1972), p. 47. 
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Parliamentary support, Lugard's educational program was not implemented. 
Therefore, much of the education was .directed by various Christian 
missionary groups. 
Nevertheless, some historians ignore the abo11e. educa ti ona l 
information, and prefer to support the theory that Lugard actually 
discouraged missionary activities in order to preserve Muslim culture 
and institutions. Those who so believe this point to Lugard's 1903 
Sakata address24 and declare that Lugard promised to keep out all 
missionaries. However, Lugard only promised "not to interfere with 
Muslim religionr there was.no mention of his intent to prevent the 
establishment of Christian missions. Professor Ayandele in The 
Missionary Impact on Modern Nigeria 1842-1914, through the use of 
correspondence between Lugard and church officials, supports the 
thesis that Lugard, as a devout Christian and hostile to Islam 
actually encouraged missionaries. 
In a revealing interview, Lugard declared he never promised 
to prohibit Christian missions in Northern Nigeria, only not to 
interfere with the Muslim religion.25 Lugard was generous and to"lerant 
in his treatment of Christian missionaries until they started branching 
out on their own with no deference to his authority or will. Since 
Lugard often had to rescue them from hostile areas, at a time when he 
could little afford to waste precious manpower, he was forced to 
impose restrictions on the missionaries. Commenting on the African 
Evangeligal Mission, Lugard wrote: 
24see Appendix B for the complete address. 
25Memorandum of interview with Lugard, July 25, 1912. C.M.S. 
G3/09/03. as quoted in E.A. Ayandele, The Missionary Impact on Modern 
Nigeria 1842-1914 (New York: Humanities Press, 1967), p. 133. 
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I regret to say I do not have very good reports of this mission 
from any of their stations. I am informed that they preach 
the equality of Europeans and natives, which, however true 
form a doctrinal point of view, is apt to be misapplied by 
people in a low stage ·of development and interpreted as an 
abolition of class distinction.26 . 
Lugard did not object to the educational advances that a missionary 
institution might bring, but he, like the emirs, feared political 
interference and this he would not tolerate. 
Judicial System of Northern Nigeria 
After recently being appointed High Commissioner of Northern 
Nigeria, with half of it still not under British rule, Lugard began 
working on his plan.for a judicial system, most of it based and 
patterned after existi_ng native institutions. The 1900 Courts 
Proclamation defined and set up a Supreme Court, provincial courts 
and a native court system. 27 . 
The Supreme Court, the highest judiciary in Northern Nigeria, 
had original and appellate jurisdiction over all non-natives and over 
all government stations and cantonments. The Chief Justice was the 
president of the Supreme Court, and judges of provincial courts were 
commissioners of the Supreme Court.28 
In the provinces, Lugard initiated a system of provincial 
courts, which coexisted with the native courts and had jurisdiction 
in serious offenses committed by Africans and exercised jurisdiction 
over non-natives, too. The resident in charge of the province was 
also the president of the provincial court. The provincial court had 
26Reports, 1905, pp. 118-119. 
27 Reports, 1900-1901 , p. 6. 
28Ibid. 
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the power to try certain types of cases: (1) offenses against the 
public; (2) offenses against British law, which was not originally 
part of native law and custom, such as laws dealing with prohibition' 
of firearms, liquor and slave dealing; (3) crimes in which it was 
doubtful that the native court would hand down fair punishment; 
(4) cases in which important evidence was not allowed in Muslim 
courts, such as a father testifying against his son; (5) all murder 
cases in pagan districts; (6) cases dealing with tribal jealousy; 
(7) non-natives trying to acquire land; (8) fugitive slaves living 
on waste lands; and (9) Muslims confiscating lands belonging to pagan 
tribes. All people who were residents of a certain province could 
apply to the provincial court.29 
Lugard's greatest energy was spent reorganizing existing 
African, especially the Muslim, court systems to fit into the frame-
work of British jurisprudence. Lugard realized that even in Muslim 
areas the judicial branch of government had supremacy over the 
executive. 30 Native courts were operated by and for the indigenous 
people, not by British officials. These courts were to administer 
native law and custom along 11ith British law as outlined in Proclamation 
6 of l 902 .31 The resident was to be available to advise and to super-
vise so justice would be administered according to rules of humanity. 
Muslim or emirate courts were presided over by an alkali, who 
would administer Sheria .or Muslim law. These various courts were given 
29Lugarcl!: Memoranda 1918, No. 8, pp. 278-282. 
30Reports, 1902, p. 7 5. 
31 Ibid., p. 75. 
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grades ranging from A to D, with A bei_ng the highest. An alkali was 
appointed by the emir upon the advice of the Chief Alkali and with the 
approval of the resident. The appointment was conferred by the High 
Commissioner. The Chief Alkali's Court, usually graded A, was also 
an appeal court. Some courts in the larger emirates had Class A 
courts in which they could decide for or against death; however 
this was subject to the approval of the High Commissioner. Only he 
could commute a death sentence. The emir had no power to reverse 
decisions of the Chief Alkali's Court except in certain boundary 
disputes. 
The emir's court was converted into a judicial council, whose 
executive functions, then including legislation, superceded its 
judicial activities. However, it still did try some cases, and in 
some instances this judicial council was granted the power to inflict 
a death sentence, if an alkali was a member. 
On the other hand, in the pagan areas, which lacked elaborate 
judicial systems, Lugard found it necessary to establish judicial 
councils of elders and chiefs' and to empower them to settle minor 
disputes, but they were always closely supervised by a resident. 
Although Muslim and pagan native courts had jurisdiction over 
African people in their area, they had no power over non-natives; 
however, government servants could with their consent be tried in a 
native court. Soldiers and police were encouraged to use native courts 
in cases involving matrimony or debt, but they could not be tried in a 
native court if a criminal offense was involved. Non-Muslim, either 
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pagan or Christian, tribes were not subjected to Muslim native courts, 
but usually tried in provincial courts.3l 
Although the inhumane forms of punishment were abolished, Lugard 
did permit the use of flogging, since in Northern Nigeria it was the 
pract'ice that the flogger had to keep cowria shells under his arms 
to prevent him from hitting too hard. During the early years, native 
pri~ons were not available and Lugard prohibited Africans from being 
imprisoned in British jails, so flogging, fines and stocks were used 
extensively. 
By 1904, eighty native courts, dealing with civil cases and 
·petty criminal cases were established in the protectorate. 33 Lugard's 
judicial policy "expressed exactly his three principles: generous 
recognition of native capabilities and institutions; the integration 
of the latter into the new system of government; and wide discretionary 
powers of the residents in the interests of reform. 11 34 
Tax Reform in Northern Nigeria35 
Before British intervention and administration, the Muslim 
emirates of Northern Nigeria already had a complex and complete system 
of taxation based on the principles that the Caliph and emirs, as 
suzerains, had the privilege to demand tribute from their subjects. 
There were a variety of taxes aimed at all segments of society. 
32Lugard, Memoranda 1918, No. 8, pp. 277-278. 
33Reports, 1904, p. 83. 
34Perham, Authority, p. 161. 
35All the information for the following section was taken from: 
Frederick Lugard, Memorandum on Taxation of Natives in Northern Nigeria, 
Cd. 3285-3 (1907) liv.40; 65 pp. 
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These were: (1) Zakka, a tax on corn; (2) Kurdin Kasa, a land tax 
often pai_d in slaves by pagan tribes;· (3} Plantation tax, levied on 
all crops; (4) Jangali, a cattle tax; (5) Sokoto Gaisua, paid in 
expensive presents to the Caliph; (6) Kurdin Sarauta, a .fee paid by 
every office holder when appointed to an office; (7) Taxes on crafts; 
(8) Taxes on vendors, merchants, traders and brewers; (9) Gada, or 
death duties; (10). Court fines and bribes; (11) Special taxes on 
dates and honey; and (12) ·Haku Bini rum, a tax assessed on every 
householder in Bornu.36 
Lugard, however, thought that this taxation system had become 
corrupt since the privilege of collecting taxes or tribute had been 
farmed out or sold to Jakadas, or tax collectors. They collected the 
money to finance slave raids or harems, not to benefit the emirate. 
Both Hallace and Dwyer, two of the early residents, advised Lugard 
to keep the elaborate taxation system but to use a portion of this 
tribute for revenue. However, Lugard, uncertain about the practicality 
of direct· taxation, decided to pacify the emirates first, before 
instituting any definite plans.37 
By 1904, Lugard was able to inaugurate his tax reform movement, 
based on the principle that the British government, as suzerain and 
conquerer responsible for the administration expenses, had ·the duty 
and right to demand payment for these services. The policy was to 
retrain a simplifie<l version of the ancient taxes, which would still 
be paid to the native authority. However, the government would use 
36Reports, 1904, pp. 12-13. 
37 Reports, 1901 , pp. 16-17. 
· a portion of the administrative expenses.38 Lugard abolished the 
intermediate Jakadas and insisted that absentee landlords return 
to their fiefs as district headmen and that they collect the taxes 
from the village headmen. The residents of the different provinces 
began assessing each hamlet with the help of the district and village 
headmen. 
All the agricultural taxes and industrial taxes were merged 
into one general tax, or land revenue tax. 39 This g~neral tax, first 
initiated in a.1904 proclamation and later extended by the 1906 Native 
Revenue Proclamation, was paid proportionately according to wealth 
by all segments of society; in reality, it was- an income tax. This 
general tax was .not a capitation tax, but instead it was levied on 
the community as a whole. It was then the responsibility of the 
vill_age head to assign a certain amount to each person. Those who 
felt they were unjustly taxed could appeal to the resident, and the 
village and district heads both were required to keep accurate 
records in order to avoid extortion. The Native Revenue Proclamation 
of 1906 also made any unauthorized taxation illegal and punishable, 
defined and legalized various taxes, placing them under the govern-
ment's supervision and assigned an ~cceptable portion to the govern-
ment. This. enactment also limited the amount of revenue a native 
·chief could receive. 
Furthermore, Lugard either abolished or modified other existing 
taxes in the following way: Lugard made the Jangali applicable only 
, .. 
to nomadic herdsmen, since they were not assessed by the General Tax. 
38Reports, 1904, pp. 9-10. 
39rbid., p. 13. 
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It was flxed c\t five per cent, and could also a·pply to la_rge herds. 
belongfng to the p_agan communities. Lugard eventually planned to 
. consolfdate the General Tax and the·Jangalf. Since the Kardin Sarauta 
or office holding fee had been reduced to bribery and to th~ sale of 
offices, Lugard, in order to eliminate this problem, provided that 
appointments be made with the approval of the residents. Some of the 
residents thought the fee should be retained and one-half given to 
the government, and others demanded its abolition. Due to the 
disagreement among the residents, Lugard let each decide for his own 
province. 
However, Lugard decided not to interfere with the Gada, and 
1nstructed his residents accordingly. Lugard also· chose to retain 
the Gaisua, but insisted that the gifts be strictly voluntary. 
The total proceeds of the General and Jangali taxes were 
divided between the British and native administrators thusly: 
rn settled areas under chiefs or emirs, the government and native 
administration each took half, but in Sokoto Province the Caliph, 
as· Amir-a 1-Muntn, received three-fourths, while the government took 
one-.fourth. 
The collected amount assigned to.the native administration was 
then divided accordingly: (1) The emir received ·so to 60 per cent 
a_nd was responsible for paying his own personal office holders. Lugard 
hoped by limiting the emir to a certain percentage and .insisting he 
pay his own employees, that the number of unnecessary officials would 
be reduced. Furthermore, Lug~rd hoped by giving the Muslim emirates 
a guaranteed income that they would give· up slave raiding. (2) 
District heads, meanwhile, received 30 to 40 per cent, according to 
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rank while village heads received 10 per cent from the Native 
Administration Revenue.· 
_The taxation in the pagan districts differed slightly. Pagan 
groups with a centralized government under a singl'8•chief and who were 
fairly advanced, such as in Jegga, Gorgaram, and Kiama, were treated 
similarly to the Muslim emirates. However, independent communities 
in a less advanced.stage paid a moderate tax, usually l d. per adult. 
If the pagan communities had a district headman, he received 15 to 
20 per cent, and the village head was allowed 5 per cent, while the 
. government collected 75 to 80 per cent of the total. However, in 
p_agan areas where no chief resided, the government appropriated 95 
per cent of the total and the other 5 per cent going to the village 
head. Eventually Lugard planned to change the salaries of the various 
officials in both the Muslim and pagan regions from percentages to 
fixed salaries, but this did not occur while he was High Commissioner. 
The taxation system in the large cities was handled differently 
than in the villages of the provinces. The head native official was 
responsible for taxation in· the city. The ancient market duties, 
which were abolished in the rural areas, remained in modified form. 
The city was divided into quarters, each section under a Maiungwa 
· (head of quarter), who collected taxes through Dillalis {brokers). 
The revenue was divided into four equal parts, one for the-British 
. government, one for the emir, one for the Maiungwa, and one for the 
improvement of city sanitation. 
In the provinces near the Niger Rive-i::, ,,such,-as Nupe, Ilorin 
and Kauba, the tax was paid in British currency, but in the remote 
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areas the tax \'tas paid in coins, cowrie shells and supplies, such as 
horses. 40 
In addition to the General Tax and Jangali, Lugard modified 
a· riumber of other taxes that affected portions of the population not 
assessed by the General or Jangal i Tax. The ancient tax on .caravans 
traveling through Horthern Nigeria had become so misused and corrupt 
that it was replaced by a fixed rate of five per cent in each province 
transversed, up to a maximum of 15 per cent.:1 The purpose of this 
tax was to help finance the patrols necessary to guard the roads 
"and. for hi glw1ay improvement. 
The tax on canoes, introduced by the British when goods were 
profitably transported in native canoes, was abolished in 1907 by 
Lugard since canoes were to be assessed under the ·General Tax. Lugard 
aiso abolished the requirement that every city trader had to buy a 
Ha1:1kers License, but the purchase of this 1 i cense was s ti 11 required 
for non-native traders. The Native Breweries Tax on 1 i quor, enacted· 
to· check·the manufacture and sale of liquor, was abolished in 1906 
for po1itical reasons. Although brewers were taxed under the General 
' ' 
Tax,· the tax on·liquor remained in force fo•r manufacturers and sellers 
:of_ li"quor that _operated near government stations. 
As·. la~e as 19-14 there 1·1as a custums duty ·on goods except those 
. . ' 
-from Lagos or Southern Nigeria. There were also taxes in the form of . . . . . 
game 1 i censes, taxes on horses to promote better breeding and taxes 
. . 
. on labor·einployers to discourage forced labor practices • 
. · ' 40Acccirding t~ .Lugard's Taxation M~moranda, ho~ses were 
considered supplies. ~-
. 4lpften car~ier~ were·forced to remain in a city for months 
• :until tlie emir or head chief 1•1as sure he had extracted_ in payment 
._· all he could. 
TABLE la - THE "NATIVE REVEtlUE" (GENERAL} TAX 
I 
I 
J - • Amount to Nati~e Administration Exel usive "' u "' .... CV> of Unsettled Population ., C ---"' 0 ., ,_ ., -;;; §4- Assessed "' .µ E c.•- ' .... Pagans Province <C C JC: Q."' '"' u ., 4-•~0~ ...,,.,_ -u ·--- ., ,_ ·-"' ''"" "' in V> ~ .... c . ., 0 u ., u., ,_ " "'"". ~ 0 ·;i.!1 ... "' .... "'C ~·> ~ c• •--o .... "' ~"' "' ~:° ' ., ., '; .... ., 00 . "' ·--"' --~ "' ., ., .... oc·~t ~ "' ~ ... {:!. E ~"' i/E C. ,_ u .... 0 -cc -cc 0 _., "' "" 
' 
Q. 0 JC: C > ,_ z => :>~ :a:. <C 
' I - t"' b b - b 
I 
Sokoto ... 7,135 3,457 3 1,'12i 4,678 5 3 (a)B6 2,185 --- 57B,500 
Kano ... 40,000 20,000 4* 10,000 _No 20,000 6 7' 80 --- 440,000 g20,ooot . 
Bornu ... 16,140 B,672 3 4,441 27 1,888 1,157 7,513 4 3 40 · --- --- 480,000 
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(a) 144 indep. 
No precise 
t • owns 
information t 
2157 informl 
. 6,216§ 9ned . --
eauchi ... 8,304 4,849 2 1,588 --- 1,867 3,455 4 30 41 7 --- ·124 ,500 --- 1 2 Many Partly assum ed 
Nupe ... 3,116 1,751 4 993 217 76 79 1,365 3 8 59 2,024 "29,746 61 , 121 2 l "14 1 0·23 ---
Ill orin ... 1,844 998 1 385 193 268 --- 846 3 Not State 608 13,200 29,280 2 9·52 l 3·11 --- lncompl ete II 
Muri ... 6,097 4,391 1 Di Nision ~ct stateu 1,706 3 17 20 510 --- 64,971 --- 1 10·55 (b)3 (b) Unsettled 
Nassawara ••• 2,177 , • 179 5 916' ·5 74 3 998 4 12. 17 902 117,894 279,934 4·43 l ·87 Many Properly Di s-
trict heads* 
Yola .... 3,676 1,378 l 1; l 03 276 735 184 2,298 3 1 13 --- --- 23,667 --- 3 1 °88 Many Emirate only 
Kontagora ••• 2,662 1,785 l 169 42 283 383 877 3 6 21 493 36,000 71,482 l 5·72 8·93 -··-
Borgu ... 629 405 --- 134 --- 77 13 224 3 7 14 167 7,439 14,799 l 5·6 f~4 t ---Kabba ... 3,163 2,284 --- ••200 300 296 83 879 4 20 2 301 --- 80,000 --- 10 Partly assum 
Bassa ... 4,387 3,383 --- --- --- . 674 330 1,004 2 --- 10 761 61,112 135,558 l 5·23 7·76 i 9 . 
' 
I 
*Exclusive of Machena, Zango, Gummel, □aura & Kazauri. tPopulation 2,330,000. I have assumed 3 childr"n to each man and woman. :):No returns available. 
The Resident states that the amount is b44,000 in round figures. · I have taken b40,000. Probably it was really much more. §Proportion of Jangali which 
was included_ in the original total is assumed at bl,600 for Bauchi, b40Q Gombe, which is ?robably very nearly accurate. Lafiagi, Shonga, Shari, amd Egbe 
apparently omitted •. '!!All pagan independent tribes ar.e omitted. Not •yet assessed. *'for city sanitation, &c. ,Lokoja. tfraxation of Lokoja city not precise, 
calculated from available data. 
•Great Britain, Parliament. Parliamentary·bapers, Colonial Offtce;·Mtscellaneous·Reports:·Northern·Ni9eria;Memorandum on Taxation of Natives in. Northern 






Land & c Jangal i 
b b 
Sokoto ... 2,457 4,191 
Kano ... 20,000 3,000 
Bornu ... 8,627 950 
Zaria ... 3,209 ---
Bauchi ... 4,849 1,500 
Nupe ... l, 751 38 
lllorin ... 998 ---
Muri ... 4,391 ---
Nassarawa ... 1,179 251 
Vala ... 1,378 142 
Kontagora ••• 1,785 132 
Borgu ... 405 117 
Kabba ... 2,284 ---
Bassa ... 3,383 ---
Totai ... 56,696 i'0,321 
*Miscellaneous Reports: Northern 
Nigeria, Memorandum on Taxation, 
p. 64. 
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K. Sarauta ---'7"".2=0 6126,855 
44 
Total to Native 
Administration 
Total Total to 
Assess- Govern-
ment ment Fines 
Gado and Total 
Pre-
sents 
b b b b b 
15,917 6,778 · Not St ated 9,139 
46,000 23,000 Not S1 ated 23,000 
18,140 9,577 200 253 9,016 
6,260 3,209 100 100 3,257 
11,304 6,349 Not St ated 4,955 
3,342 1,789 200 125 1,878 
1,844 998 Not St ted 846 
6,097 4,391 Not St ;ted 1,706 
2,679 1,430 230 110 1,589 
3,929 1,520· 20 ? 2,429 
2,925 1,917 Not St ~ted 1,008 
862 · 522 Not St ted 340 
3,163 2,284 --- --- .879 
4,387 3,383 --- --- 1,004 
126,855 67,147 750 588 61,046 
.. 
Incidence (with K.Sarauta) 
s. d. 
10· 08 per adult 
1 11"52 per male 
Notes 
No precise figures 
Approximate only 
Incomplete 
Over 2/3 of 
provi nee not 
under control 
Part not yet 
controlled 
The High Commissioner 
Having already dealt with the'specific tenets of indirect 
rule formulated and initiated by Frederick Lugard, it is only fitting 
and quite necessary to briefly discuss the man i;l10 td'ok native insti-
tutions, leaving their shell unaltered to the lay eye, yet modifying 
their inner substance in order to conform to the British adminis-
trative framework.· 
References have been made to the numerous memoranda, 1 etters, 
books and articles Lugard wrote while High Commissioner, giving an 
indication that while a military man, he also used paper and pen more 
than. gun and sword. Lugard often complained that in order to think 
he had to have access to paper. Records show that he usually worked 
16-18 hours a day and when on leave in England, worked 11 hours a 
day. The constant flow of orders, revisions to orders, proclamations 
and memoranda often discouraged his residents, who with little or no 
help were commanded to handle jobs enough ·for five men. 
One fault to be found in Luga rd' s work was his unwillingness 
to delegate any authority, 'thereby causing him to work harder and 
longer hours. In replying to his wife's letter suggesting that he 
delegate more responsibilities, he wrote: 
In theory I am fully of your view as regards delegation of 
work but I will talk to you of this presently, when I come 
home--and you shall refer to Ned42 too, and he can exp·lain 
how impossib:e it is to delegate, when delegation means 
that I have eventually to do it all over again in longer 
42Refers to Major Edward Luga rd, whom F.r.ederick._Lugard 
persuaded the Colonial Office, although reluctant, to assign as 
his chief clerk. Edward or Ned v1as the only one besides Lady 
Lugard that the High Commissioner confided in or trusted to carry 
out his policy. 
45 
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form. -r do, however, c!elegate a very_ great deal neces-
sarily--especially to Ned.43 
This tendency to centralize and leave all decisions to the 
High Commissioner manifested itself in sever:al _ways. All native 
.- ':..•.• 
officials, from village head to Caliph, recognized that they held 
their own positions through the expressed consent of the High Commis-
sioner, and that he could dismiss or appoint them at will. All death 
sentences and prison sentences for six months or more had to be 
personally approved by the High Commissioner. Only he could commute 
a death sentence. Residents were warned not to inaugurate any policy 
of their own. Nevertheless, with telegraph communications practically 
nonexistent, residents were forced to rely on their own initiative. 
Lugard's scheme·of continuous administration, first proposed 
by him in 1903 and later publicized by Lady Lugard44, was another 
manifestation of his reluctance to relinquish any authority. Lugard 
and the Colonial Office were at odds _most of the time regarding such 
things as his elaporate and expensive communications scheme, the 
pacification of Northern Nigeria. (which occured without the Colonial 
Office's knowledge and consent), and Lugard's taxation reformation. 
Lugard desired to be free from Colonial Office control, and to spend 
the summers with his wife, who was in England due to poor health, and 
43Lugard to Lady Lugard, December 10, 1904. Lugard Papers 
at Rhodes House at Oxford as quoted in .Perham, Authority, p. 184. 
44Lady Flora Shaw Lugard had beer. a well known person of her 
own right in regards to British-African colonial affairs. She had 
been colonial editor of the London Times for seven _years and had been. 
close friends with prominent 1mperial1sts such as Go1d-fo, Kirk, 
-Rhodes and Chamberlain. She was a well-known authority, speaker and 
~1riter in the field of African administration before her marriage to 
Lugard in 1902 at the age of 49. She became Luga.rd 's mainstay in 
helping him procure what he wanted from the Colonial Office. 
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yet still have complete authority and jurisdiction. over the protecto-
rate. 
His solution would allow him to spend six months in Nigeria 
. ~'\ 
and six months in England, administering Northern Nigeria all the 
time. One office was to be at the Colonial Office, to enable him to 
still control Northern Nigeria by means of a telegraph aided by a 
lieutenant-governor rather than an acting governor. Eventually he 
hoped that a new colonial position would be created--Under-Secretary 
for African Colonies, and, of course, Lugard would be chosen. 
In spite of efforts made by Lord and Lady Lugard to convince 
British leaders and influential citizens that his continuous.adminis-
tration scheme should be implemented, the Colonial Secretary, Lord 
. 
Elgin, refused to accept this plan. In 1906, Lugard, tire~ of six 
years of overwork, separation from his wife and fights with the 
Colonial Office, resigned. 
CIIAPTER I II 
THE UNIFICATION OF NIGERIA: THE FAILURE OF 
LUGARDIAN mDIRECT RULE IN SOUTHERN 
NIGERIA 
· After Luga rd resigned from his position as High Commissioner of 
. ·, 
NortherR Nigeria_ in 1906, he went home, fully believing that his contact 
with Nigeria was finished. The next year he accepted the governorship 
of Hong Kong \'/here he remained unti 1 1912. 
Generally ·when one administrator departed office and another 
took his place, either the successor completely reversed and obliterated 
the accompl,ishments of the former or decided to carry on the prede-
cessor'.s policies. In the case of Sir, Peroy Girouard1 who became· 
High Commissioner in 190.6, or Sir Heskith Bell 2 , 11ho became Governor 
of Northern Nigeria in _1909, they accepted Lugard's policy without 
.. 
que·stion. As events show, these men even petrified Lugard's indirect 
.-rule system, 
.. 
U.pon arriving· in Northern lli geri'a ,· Sir Percy considered the 
·possibility ·of _using ·a more direct form of government, but rejected 
lGirouard·, 1·1ajor-Gener~l Sir Ed1·1ard Percy,·K.C.M:G., 1867-1932; 
1896, Director· of Sudan rai ll~ays; 1898-99, .President, Egyptian . 
·Railway Board; 189~-1902, South African Har; 1902, Commissioner of 
.-Ra'ilways,·-Transvaal and Orange River Colony; 1907, ·High Commissioner, 
Northern Nigeria; 1908, GoverJ1or, Morthern Nigeria; 1909-12, Governor, 
E!l,S t African Protectorate. · · 
2Bell, Sir Henry Heskith Jaudore, G,t,M.G., 1865-1952; 1882, 
· ·Colonial·Service, Hest Indies; 1900-03, Colonial Service, Gold Coast; 
·. 1909-1911; Governor, Northern fligeria. 
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it in favor of continuing Lugard's policy by saying, "I adhere abso-
lutely to the policy laid down in Memorandum 18. 11 3 However, he did 
abandon Lugard's policy of doing all the work and being the sole link 
with all the provinces; he established the usual colonial secretariat. 
He also delegated the task of reviewing the cause lists of the Provin-
cial Courts to the Chief Justice. Girouard also allowed residents 
initiative and power, by delegating authority to them. 
Since Girouard had been involved in railroad construction 
before coming to Nigeria, it was not surprising that he attempted to 
develop a railroad system that would provide land-locked Northern 
Nigeria with an outlet to the sea for export and import business. 
Northern Nigeria, furthermore, as a British administrative responsi-
bi_l i ty, had to depend on both grants-in-aid from the British Parliament 
and upon funds from Southern Nigeria. Meanwhile, the latter protec-
torate had been constructing a railroad from Lagos, the main center 
· of the Southern area, to Ilorin, and it finally reached Jebba in 
1909.4 However, Girouard, jealous as most Northern officials were of 
Southern Nigerian revenue sources, insisted on building a separate 
and competing ra_i l road system for the North ( the Kano to Baro). The 
two competing lines were joined at Mina near Zungeru in 1911. 5 This 
financial competition by the two governments was one important reason 
3Reports, 1907-08, pp. 5-6. Memorandum 18 probably refers to 
one of the many administrative directives written by Lugard as a 
guideline for his residents. I was unable to locate or discover any 
concrete information on this particular memorandum. 
4see Reports, Southern Nigeria, 1901-1909, for a yearly account 
of the railroad progress. 
5Reports, 1909, pp. 5-7. 
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for considering amalgamation. Therefore, in 1912, S.i r John Anderson 
wrote Lugard proposing a future question: 
We are anxious to amalgamate the Nigerian administration .... 
But ouF-- d-i·ffi culty is to get· t:ie right man for the job. We 
are agreed that you are the man if you would take it, even 
if only for suffjcient time, say three or four years, to give 
it a good start. _ 
The· fact that the Colonial Office considered Lugard the only 
man possible to formulate and implement the joining together of the 
two Nigerian administrations, gave Lugard a decided advantage. This 
prompted him to accept the challenge if the Colonial Office agreed to 
his scheme for continuous administration. He proposed to spend six 
. . 
months in London and six months in Nigeria, governing continuously 
without leave or an acting governor. The Colonial Office, after a 
series of letters, relunctantly agreed to compromise, allowing Lugard 
to spend eight months in Nigeria and four months in London. Realizing 
the opportunity, Lugard accepted. After all, it had been Lugard, who 
had drafted a plan in 1905 for the amalgamation of the Nigerias.8 
In April, .1912, Luga rd was appointed the governor of the two 
separate administrations, with the expressed purpose of ama.lgamating 
both •. He went to Nigeria in September of that year to study the 
6Anderson, Sir John, G.C.M.G., K.C.B., 1858-1918; 1879, entered 
the Colonial Office;_ 1904-11, Governor of the Straits Settlements and 
High Cammi ssi oner to the Federated Ma 1 ay states; 1911-16, Permanent 
Under-Secretary of State for the Colonies; 1916-18; Governor of Ceylon. 
7 Sir John Anderson to Sir Frederick Luga rd,· letter, August 17, 
1911. Lugard Papers, Rhodes House at Oxford, as quoted in Perham, 
Authority, p. 363. 
8si r Frederick Luga rd. "Strictly Confidenti a 1 Memorandum on 
the Administration of Nigeria Submitted to the Secretary of State, 
May, 1905," as contained in Lugard and the Amalgamation of Nigeria: 
A Documentary Record, as comp11 ed by7f.lT:1if. 7(1 rk Greene, -U.ondon: _· 
Frank Cass and Company, 1968). 
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s1 tuati on and returned to London in March, 1913. He submitted his own 
amalgamation proposals in May. After these plans were accepted in Sep-
. tember of that year, Lugard returned to Nigeria. The Government of 
Nigeria was proclaimed on January T, 1914. 9 
In deciding what procedure should be used for amalgamation, other 
unification proposals, besides Lugard's, were submitted, including one 
by Charles L. Temple, at the time Acting Governor of Northern Nigeria. 
Temple proposed that Nigeria be divided into seven provinces, each under 
its own chi~f commissioner. 10 This plan would have forced Lugard to 
do more work and remain in Nigeria full time, since it would be necessary 
to supervise more closely the seven commissione~s;_ however, if Lugard did 
remain in London four months a year, Temple's proposal would have neces-
sitated an Acting Governor to supervise duri_ng Lugard's absence. Thereby 
either way this plan would have destroyed the whole purpose of Lugard's 
cont_inuous administration scheme. 
Therefore Lugard rejected all such proposals in favor of the for-
mer dfvision which separated North from South. Both portions would be 
un·der one Governor-General, but each would have its own Lieutenant 
Governor, who would carry out the dictates of the Governor. However, 
Temple's proposals would have had better results in unifying the Nigerian 
people. Lugard's am~lgamation plan and other British administration poli-
c-ies emphasized and sponsored the growth of centrifugal forces within the 
Nigerian state. Lugard's purpose in amalgamating the two Nigerian pro-
tectorates was only to_ unite two administrations, not the people of the 
north and south. 
9Kirk-Greene, Amalgamation, p. 468. 
10Temple's seven proposed provinces would have been (1) Western 
Province; (2) Central Province; (3) Eastern Province; (4) Lagos; (5) Benue 
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Upon his return to Nigeria in 1912, Lugard was dismayed over an 
important development which had occurred during his absence. This was 
the practice of plac.ing the emir's share of taxation receipts into a, 
Native Treasury, known as Beit-tl-Mal. 11 
This direct taxation levied by the British in Northern Nigeria, 
moreover, had been instituted on the theory that it was regularizing 
an e~isting system. Due to the minimal revenue collected in the 
beginning, the sum given to the Native Administration was handled as 
the emir's personal account. As the income of this tax grew, however, 
it became necessary to reconsider the emir's share in order to insure 
its proper use. Therefore, Resident Richmond Palmer 12 of Katsina 
Province, with the help of Resident Charles Temple, established a 
Native Treasury, in which the emir's share of the local revenue was 
used for the benefit of the public. This system regulated and guar-
anteed that the money would support and maintain the province. The 
Native Treasury, in addition, provided a check on the emir's extrava-
gance, by assigning a fixed salary to every official. 
The total amount of the resulting revenue was divided into 
four parts; two parts were placed into the General Treasury, the 
British government's share, while the other two went into the 
Beit-el-Mal. One portion of the latter paid the salaries of the emir, 
11 Beit-el-Mal is the Arabic equivalent of a public treasury. 
Lugard saTcf7i"ewascritical of the Beit-el-Mal because it took its 
name from the corrupt taxation practicesof-Egypt, but actually there 
is reason to believe that Lugard did not like this new practice/since 
it prevented him from controlling the Native Treasury. 
12 Palmer, Sir Herbert Richmond, 1877-1958; K.C.M.G.; 1904, 
Assistant Resident, Northern.Nigeria; 1917, Resident, Bornu Province; 
1925-30, Lieutenant-Governor, Northern Provinces, Nigeria; 1930-3, 
Governor, the Gambia; l 933-9, Governor, Cyprus. 
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his counselors, the judges, the poli ce and messengers, as well as the 
cost of public works, plus establishing a reserve fund in case of 
famines and other disasters. The other portion credited to the 
Beit-tl-Mal was divided bet\•leen the district and village heads in 
proportion to the amount of taxes each collected. 13 On the other hand , 
the fees, fines, and death duties coll ected by the native courts did 
not have to be shared with t he British government, and, therefore, 
were credited in full to the Beit-el-Mal }4 
As Govcr~or of both Northern ~nd Southern l\1.: ___ .. ..: _ 10'::JCIIO, - , - -a1:,u, 
discovered that his administrative in itiatives and policies had been 
used to enhance the powers of the emirs to the extent that it appeared 
to him that the government had given sanction and support to the rise 
of numerous independent states. It was Governor Girouard who literal ly 
interpreted Lugard's statement of not interferin g wi th Islam by 
i nsisting on the exclusion of all foreign and Chri stian influences in 
the North. Hhen Lugard, on his part, outl ined i n his Amalgamation Report 
his policy to extend Western-oriented education throughout the whole of 
Nigeria, he was met with open antagonism from the residents and Colonial 
Office s ince the plan included Christian mission schools. Both felt 
that Lugard was trying to destroy the very system he had launched. 
While on his si x-month tour of Northern and Southern Nigeria 
from September 1912 to March 1913, before completi ng his plans for 
uniting the two protectorates, Lugard attempted to study the current 
admi nistrative policies and organizati on of the South, but his 
13Reports, 1910-11, pp. 3-5, 33-35. 
14 Arnett, Gazetteer of Sokoto Province, p. 69. 
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objectivity w~s handicapped by his disdain of the Southern Nigeria 
people. 
Hi story of British Rule in Southern Nigeria 
and Lagos Before Amalgamation 
Lagos through its commercial ties (the slave trade before 1830 
and legitimate trade afterwards) had been subjected to British commer-
cial. and anti-slavery influences and had become a colony in 1861-. 
The hinterland came under British control in a piecemea.l fashion due 
to the penetration of traders and Christian missionaries. Unlike the 
North, the British had not conquered. the region. In fact, strong 
tribal· chieftaincies including Egbaland, Oya and Ibadan, had been 
a 11 owed to grow and flourish. By 1900, however, the British had · 
15 established control over Yorubaland. · 
With the acquisition of Southern Nigeria, the British decided 
to administer it indirectly due to the shortage of officials. However, 
resulting administrative policy differed from Lugard's later scheme 
in its application, but not in its goal. Sir Henry. McCallum-16, 
Governor of Lagos in 1897, instituted a policy of travelling commis-
sioners in the districts of Yorubaland to advise the chiefs on law 
and order. Councils of Chiefs were formed under McCallum's supervision 
with British commissioners as presidents. 17 
15Yorubaland refers to Abeokuta, Ijeku, Ondo and Ibadan and 
Oya provinces. 
16McCall um-,,.S,i;r,.ll2r1ry Edl·Jard, 1852-1919; G. C.M. G., K. C .M. G.; 
1897-1899, Governor and Commander-in-Chief, Lagos; 1899-1901, Governor 
of Newfoundland; 1901-1907, Governor of Natal; 1907-13, Governor of 
Ceylon. 
17Reports, Southern Nigeria, 1900-1, and J.A. Atanda, "Indirect. 
Rule in Yorubaland,'' Tarikh, Vol. III, Mo. 3, (1970), p, 17, 
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Before British rule, each town and village was governed by 
head chiefs and their councils, but in the newly formed British 
councils fewer chiefs were members while the presence of British 
commissioners was an innovation. These councils handled most legis-
lative, executive and judicial matters such as road construction, 
trade, and murder case~, besides being appeal courts. One weakness 
of this system was that the councils were given authority over an 
administrative area .greater than previously held.· 
In order to make governing easier for large provinces, Governor 
Willi'am MacGregor 18 in the Native Courts Ordinance of 1901 established 
councils of a judicial nature in provinces, districts, towns and 
villages, which were now presided over by paramount chiefs instead 
of British commissioners. In addition, the authority of the paramount 
chief was increased by, giving him the right to initiate new subordinate 
councils. Thus, for instance, the authority of the Alaphin19 of Oyo 
was substantially increased. 
Captain William Ross, first District Commissioner of Oyo and 
later resident, was directly responsible for the increase of the 
Alaphin's ·authority. However, although a student of Yoruba institutions 
and languages, Ross had overlooked their important, traditional checks 
against executive power; 20 
1¾acGregor, Rt. Honorable Sir William, 1847-1923; P.C., 
G.C.M.G.; K.C.M.G.; l.L.D. Edinburgh; 1889, Admiral of British New 
Guinea; 1899-1904, Governor of Lagos; i 904-09, Governor of Newfoundland; 
1909-14, Governor of Queensland. 
J!· ';;•-··.;,;_. 
19Alaphin is the traditional title given to the chief authority 
of Oyo. 
20obaro Ikime, "Reconsidering Indirect Rule: The Nigerian 
Example," Journal of 'the Historical Society of Nigeria, Vol. lv, 
No. 3, p. 427. 
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Besides using these native courts (not to be confused with 
Lugard's conception of Native Courts) as councils, a Supreme Court 
system effectively existed in urbanized areas such as Lagos; even 
though this Supreme Court system existed in ·the 'interior, it was 
ineffective since these courts were s'ituated in remote areas, 
inaccessible to prospective witnesses. 
In addition, most of the revenue in Yorubaland came from court 
fines and fees which was divided into equal parts; half went to the 
chiefs and the other portion was allocated to the Government Prison 
Fund for maintaining the prisons. 
Further to the east, the British, after conquering Benin in 
1897, also decided to establish both native councils, similar to 
those in Yorubaland, and to appoint paramount chiefs. However, when 
recognizing head chiefs for the councils, the British ignored this 
traditional pattern, in favor of manageable chiefs .. Thus, Chief 
Agho Obaseki, traditionally a minor chief, became the head chief of 
the Benin Council.· In addition, paramount chiefs, in contrast to 
tradition, were often given author1ty over areas not originally held. 
An additional change was due to the British commissioner who served 
as president of the council, often dictating not advising native 
chiefs on points of law, irrespective of traditional native law or 
custom.21 
During these same years, due to staff and money shortages, 
indirect rule, pre-Lugardian type, was a)so extended by Sir Claude 
21 P.A. Igbafe, "Indirect Rule in·Benin," Tarikh, Vol. III, 
No. 3, (1970), passim. 
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MacDonald22 and Sir Ralph Moor23 to the Ibibio and Ibo of Eastern 
Nigeria. This area did_not even possess large cities or give some 
resemblance of kinship, as with the Yorubas, Benins and Egbas . ... 
MacDonald and Moor initiated the warrant chief system, believing that 
these people had chiefs like those of Brass, which was ruled by Mingi 
or Kings. These warrant chiefs were appointed or given "warrants 
of their authority. 11 Al though some of these men had traditionally 
held important posts, mos~ 1~ere not true regional authorities. 
Native councils and minor courts, moreover, were also fosti-
tuted in the Eastern region, much in line with the Yoruba app~oach. 
The Supreme Court had jurisdiction over the native courts, and a 
member judge had the power to transfer cases at will from native 
courts to his own. Again British commissioners served on the· Supreme 
Court. 
On the other hand, one of the major criticisms leveled at 
pre-Lugardian British administration in Southern Nigeria was that it 
was not indirect since the paramount or warrant chiefs were not 
traditional authorities. However, the essence of indirect rule 
existed in purpose, if not in actual implementation. 
Lugard himself, moreover, did not insist on choosing a 
traditional authority, only one whom the people would follow. He 
22 MacDonald, Rt. Honorable Sir Claude Maxwell, 1852-1905; 
P.C., G.C.M.G.; K.C.M.G.; 1882, Egyptian Campaign; 1884, Sudkin 
Expedition; 1887-1888, Consul-General at Zanzibar; 1891, Commissioner 
and Consul-General, Oil Rivers Protectorate; Expedition against· 
Brass natives; 1900-12, Ambassador to Tokyo. 
23 Moor, Sir Ralph Denham Rayment, 1860-1909; K.C.M.G.; 
1892-95, Deputy Commissioner and Vice Consul, Oil Rivers Protectorate; 
1896-1900, Commissioner and Consul General, Niger Coast Protectorate; 
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instructed his residents to either find or nominate a chief if one 
did not previously exist. 24 The same duties were performed by the 
Southern Nigerian appointed chiefs;.as by Lugard's native authorities 
to the north. 
In addition, the native courts system established before 1914, 
differed from Luga rd 's Northern Nigerian scheme, since there we.re no 
clear-cut separations between executive and judicial powers in the 
South. However, native ahiefs did sit on the councils and make 
decisions of a judicial, legislative and executive nature. The 
British authorities, .therefore, were ruling indirectly, by allowing 
native law and custom a position in the new administration. 
Another geographical difference was the lack of Native 
Treasuries and the elaborate taxation system. Yet, Native Treasuries, 
on the other hand, were not established in the North until 1910, four 
years after Lugard's departure. Nevertheless, the court fines and 
fees of the South and their distribution paralled that in the tlorth. 
Therefore; indirect rule did exist in the South before 1914; 
it differed from the North primarily in method and implementation, 
but not in essence. Both variations, Northern and Southern, tried to 
produce local self-administrating centers. Nonetheless, with the 
amalgamation in 1914, Lugard attempted to extend his Northern scheme 
of indirect rule to Southern Nigeria, 
Extension of Indirect Rul e--Lugardi an Styl e-.-to 
Southern Nigeria 
Lugard's writings show that he fully intended to revamp or 
discard most of .. the pre-1914 British policies implemented in the South,· 
24Lugard, Memoranda 1918, No. l. p. 11. 
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while extending his own brand of indirect rule over all of Nigeria. 
Lugard's system rested on three institutions involving native 
authorities, Native Courts, Native Treasuries and direct taxation. 
He fully intended to force Southern Nigeria to-fit into the mould 
that had originally been cast for Northern Nigeria. 
In enacting hts plan for the South, Lugard established nine 
different provinces, each under a resident and a team of assistants. 
He also instructed Richmond Palmer to study regional native insti-
tutions and customs before undertaki~g any administrative decisions; 
Palmer, mistakenly concluded that the Yoruba Alaphin was the direct 
southern counterpart of a northern emir. After Palmer's enthusiastic 
recommendation favoring the Northern Nigerian scheme, Lugard enacted 
the Native Courts Ordinance of 1914, applying the Northern judicial 
system to all of Nigeria. 25 
- In addition -by this ordinance, Lugard abolished the English 
judicial system, and replaced it with a provincial and native courts 
system, much like that· developed in the North. 26 Furthermore, 
paramount chiefs were appointed and given Jurisdiction over people 
and areas not traditionally under them. Chief Dogho of the Itsekiri, 
for example, was appointed sole native authority in the Warri Province, 
which included Itsekiri and Urhobo peoples. Since his court was 
graded A, the highest rank, he had judicial power over the Urhobo, 
whose law and custom vastly differed from his own, 27 · 
25Lugard, Memoranda 1918,. ,No.- 5, -p. <l-'l5.--
26t_ugard, Am~l ga~ation Report, pp. 64-76. 
27obaro Ikime, Niger·pelta Rivalry: Itsekir~-Urhobo·Relations 
and European Presence 1884-1936. {New York: Humanities Press, 1969), 
pp. 18.8-191 • 
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Even though these·courts were graded A to D and were supervised 
by residents, v1estern-educated Africans were angry at being placed 
under uneducated traditional authorities. These educated Africans, 
the majority residing in Lagos, petitioned the·eo'lo11'ial Gffice, 
causing debates to rage in Parliament over stories of numerous 
floggi'ngs and ·executions of natives without the presence of a 1 awyer 
or a qualified judge. 28 
Controversy also occurred when Lugard first restricted the 
functions of the Legislative Council and then replaced it with a 
Nigerian Council. According to Governor Lugard, the Legislative 
Council was really only a counci'l for Lagos. Y~t, it had passed laws 
affecting all of _Southern Nigeria while all its representatives came 
only from Lagos. Lugard, realizing the unfairness of this situation, 
limited the Legislative Council 1s jurisdiction to only Lagos, and 
initiated the Nigerian Council, which drew its representatives from 
all regions of Nigerian.. However, the Nigerian Council became merely 
an advisory council, meeting annually to hear Lugard 1s speech. The 
peo·p1 e of Lagos consequently charged Luga rd with destroying the 
beginn_ings of an African Parliament. 
Meanwhile, before appointing s'ol'e native authorities, Lugard 
·reviewed former British administrative policies; he discovered a 
number of semi-independent states. One of these was the Egba state 
of Abeokuta, which retained internal independence by virtue of a 1893 
treaty with Britain. According to this pact, the Egbas maintained 
t. •. 
28rla1~sard 's Parl iam~ntary Debates, 5th ser., Vol. 56 (July 31, 
1913), p. 843, 849; 5th ser., Vol. 59 (March 9, 1914), p. 878; and 
5th ser., Vol. 64 (July 1, 1914), p, 339. 
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internal control under their leader, the Alake, who could request 
military support in time of internal strife. In reality, the British 
were actually responsible· for supporting and maintaining the Alake's 
authority, although not having technical jurisdiction over ·Egbaland.29 
Because· of the lack of clear jurisdiction, Lugard submitted a 
report to the Colonial Office requesting full authority over all 
areas of Nigeria, including Egbaland. He also proposed a "New Policy" 
for Egbaland which virtually would repudiate the treaty of 1893. 
However, Colonial Secretary Lewis Harcourt refused to eliminate 
internal autonomy for Abeokuta. 
Fortunately for Lugard, disturbances in Abeokuta in 1912 
and again in 1913, forced the British to intervene. Lugard, then 
informed the.Alake that he would not support him. Instead Lugard 
used the riots as an excuse to repeal the 1893 treaty; he persuaded 
the Colonial Office that the continuance of this semi-independent 
state was detrimental to the welfare of British Nigeria. 
As a result on September 16, 1914, a new treaty was adopted 
which extended the Northern Nigerian judicial system over Egbaland. 
Moreover,· Jebu, Ilaro, Meko, and Egbaland were grouped together as 
a province under a resident, At the same time, the Lugardian style 
30 of administration wa_s extended to Oya and Ibadan. The Alake, in 
the process, was made the sole native authority for Abeokuta, and 
granted a grade A court. 
After World \1ar I', in addition, Lugard was finally allowed to 
.. ~..::--· ',.>.- '.··: 
extend his .direct taxation scheme into Egbaland. However, on June 3, 
29Lugard, Amalgamation Report, p. 69. 
30 Ibid., pp. 69-70. 
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1918, a new series of riots occurred in Egbaland, although not in 
Abeokuta. The rebels destroyed railroad tracks and stations and 
killed one European. The rebellion was brutally subdued, causing 
immense criticism of Lugard and hts methods,.by both· the'·0o1onial 
Office and the Lagos press. 31 · 
Lugard, through these actions, in spite of a sinc_ere belief 
to the contrary, still did not understand the existing native 
institutions of the south; he erroneously compared the Southern 
chiefdoms with the Northern emirates, stating: 
In Yorubaland the position today is practically identical 
wHh that I have described as prevalent in the Fulani States 
prior to the British administration, but owing to the character 
and ability of the Alaphin, it has not perhaps degenerated 
quite as much as it did in them. 32 
Since his whole system was based on ruling through and by native 
chiefs, it was necessary to find or establish native authorities. 
Lugard, however, had forgotten that his philosophy of adminis-
tration in the Morth had been moulded and formulated to its existing .. , 
native institutions. Now he attempted to organ_ize native institutions 
throughout all Nigeria with little·regard for their historical function. 
He failed to realize the important differences between the well-
organized, centralized emirates of the North, and the multi-tribal 
kingdoms of the South. Moreover, religion, namely Islam, was a 
strong unifying force, which gave continuity and organization to 
the North, but Christianity and paganism did not provide the South 
with a similar unity. Furthermore,.direct taxation was an important 
aspect of Lugard's policy; in the North all he had to-do was modify 
31 Perham, Authority, pp. 451-456. 
32Lugard, Memoranda 1918, p. 175. 
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that which existed, but in the South, especially amo_ng the.educated, 
Western-oriented Yorubas, tribute paid to tradi ti ona l rulers was 
considered reactionary. 
To implement his scheme, Luga rd sought: out-''5•6\:ith'ern "emirs"; 
thus tn Yorilbaland, he selected· the Alaph1'il, the former traditional 
ruler as hts sole ilattve aLJthodty. Unfortunately, Luga_rd did not 
real tze that western influences had a 1 ready reduced the authority 
of the Alaphin. Now, previously free city people were again under 
the Alaphin's jurisdiction. 
Moreover, Luga rd viewed the i ndepend.ence of larger cities, 
· such· as Ibadan, as degeneration, not pr_ogress, In his Political 
Memoranda, 1918, Lugard concluded that 
The Bales 33 of the great ctties--and the Yoruba cities are 
by far the largest fn Nigeria--were in former times the 
nominees of the Alaphin. With the weakening of the tie 
between them and the-fr paramount chief--a process which 
has in the past been encouraged by the government officials--
the inevi'table tendency has been for these Bales to arrogate 
to themselves the position 9fp_aramoun_t chiefs, anc\ to.,<~,reate 
a~ ~ntourage of absente3lstate holder?, slaves and E!Urilichs s1m1lar to tha:t at Oyo. · · 
In keeping with this opinion, Lugard appointed the Alaphin 
of Oyo as the sole native authority over the Oyo and Ibadan divisions 
of the Oyo Province and granted him the only grade A court in Yorubaland. . . 
Lugard's concurrent administrative policies in Benin were 
similar to those in Oyo. He, therefore, decided to let Oba 
Ovonramwen·35 .return from exile from Calabar in order to be restored· 
33A title referring to the chtefs of !~? 1arger Yoruba cities. 
34i_ugard, Memoranda 1918, p. 176-. 
35Jba Ovonramwen was deposed and exi 1 ed to ~a 1 a bar by the 
Brttish after the ••Benin Massacre" of 1896; he petitioned many times 
to the British to be allowed to return, but had always·been refused. 
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as the sole native authority. However, Ovonramwen died thirteen days 
after the official amalgamation; instead, his son, Aguobasimi, became 
· Oba Eweka II. During Ovonramwen's exile, however, a traditionally 
subordinate chief, Agho Obaseki, had been allowed.to usurp the Oba's 
traditional powers, and had become the de facto ruler. When Oba 
Eweka II was installed, he found it difficult to govern his people, 
since Obaseki, now given the title of Iyase3_6 , still had the support 
of the British officers. Altha.ugh the office of the Oba was 
ostensibly restored, in actuality the Oba lost most of his traditional 
powers. The British now claimed the power of taxation, appointment 
of chiefs, control of 1 and, and most l egi sl ati v~ powers. 37 
With the restoration of the Oba, the Northern native adminis-
tration scheme was established in Benin, but did not become operative 
until 1916. In the Benin native administration, the council, whose 
memqership included the Oba and eight important chiefs, was the 
central authority; it po.ssessed executive and judicial powers. 
Nevertheless, it was r4led, not guided, by the residents. Moreover, 
Ben·in provinces, like the Northern Nigerian· provinces were divided 
Into divisions and subdivided into districts, under district heads. 
These district heads often replaced c'hi'efs in the same area, and 
·became presidents of ·native courts and members of the Oba's judicial 
council. 
Lugard also tried to extend his administrative scheme to 
Southeastern Nigeria, among the Ibo and Ibibio tribes, and failed 
36Iyase is the next important title in Benin society; it is 
somewhat similar to prime minister. 
37P.A. Igbafe, "Indirect Rule in Benin," Ta.rikh,.Vol. III, 
No. 3 (1970), p. 33. 
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miserably. There were thousands of kindred groups in this area, which 
made indirect rule via native authorities nearly .imposible. Lugard did,_ 
on paper, revise the previous judicial councils in which British offi-
cers presided, and he inaugurated a provincial court system. Although 
quite ignorant of Southeastern Nigerian social and political institu-
tions, L_ugard attempted to appoint sole native authorities; fortunately, 
due to the opposition of some British officers, few native authorities 
were actually appointed. 38 Furthermore, Lugard even tried to extend 
direct taxation into this area, but was thwarted by the Colonial Office. 
Opposition to Lugard 1914-191839 
The two main forces opposing Lugard's administrative scheme in 
Nigeria were the Colonial Office and the educated Africans of Lagos. 
Since his first appointment as High Commissioner in 1900, Lugard 
thought that the Colonial Office was always trying to govern his terri-
tory and was overstepping its bounds. On the other hand, the Colonial 
Office believed that Lugard was acting on his own, trying to establish 
his own empire, centralizing_ and placing too much power in his own hands. 
As soon as Lugard returned to Nigeria in 1912, the struggle with 
the Colonial Office was apparent. When Lugard submitted the first 
estimates, he included the Native Treasury surplus as part of 
the government revenue. Lewis Harcourt,4° Colonial Secretary, strongly· 
38rkime, "Reconsidering," p. 424. 
39Most of the information regarding the Colonial Office and 
Lagosian opposition comes from Perham, Authority, passim. 
40Harcourt, Viscount Lewis, l 863-1922; 1904, M .P. for Rossenda 1 e 
Division, Lanes.; 1905, First Commissioner of Works; 1910, Secretary 
of State for the Colonies; 1916, resigned and rais_ed to peerage. 
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reminded Lugar? that the emirs were responsible for the Native 
Treasury, not him, and therefore the surplus was not part of the 
government estimates. The Colonial., Office al so refused Luga rd' s 
request to audit the Native Treasuries: 
Lugard's next move to improve the government finances was to 
I 
accept the emirs' contributions for the local campaigns during 
World War I, thus a 11 owing government revenue to be used for other 
projects. The Colonial Offjce quickly squelched this scheme by 
ordering Lugard to return the money to the emirs. 
Even though th~ Colonial Office had previously agreed tq 
Lugard's continuous administration scheme41 , it now sought to abolish 
that program, and Lugard was aware of this. He became suspicious of 
his residents and ordered them, when they were on leave, not to visit 
the Colonial Office unless with his explicit approval. The Colonial 
Office was outraged and Lugard was forced to rescind the order. 
Besides opposition from the Colonial Office, Parliament, and 
his residents, Lu.gard was confronted with a small, but growing, 
vocal group of Western-educated Lagosians. Lugard in writing to his 
wife recorded his impressions of the educated African: 
I am somewhat baffled how to get in touch with the Educated 
Native. To start with I am not in sympathy with him. His 
loud and arrogant conceit are distasteful to me, his lack 
of natural dignity and of courtesy antagonize me.42 
41Lugard's continuous administration scheme allowed him to 
govern Nigeria, eight months there, and four months in Engl and, 
without having to rely on an Acting Governor. Therefore it was 
devised to keep all the authorHy in Luga rd' s hands. 
42Lugard to Lady Lugard, 18 October, 1912, Lugard Papers as 
cited in Perham, Authority, p. 586. 
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. This conflict betv,een Luga rd' s admi ni strati on and the educated 
Lagosians manifested itself in several incidents. When the Native 
Courts Ordinance of 1914 was enacted, it replaced the English judicial 
system with the Northern Nigerian native courts system. Th~ majority 
.of 1 eadi ng citizens and po 1 i ti ci ans i.n Lagos were Sri ti sh-educated 
1 awyers, who were not excluded from 1 egal practice with the passage 
o·f this 1 aw. They were incensed over being excluded from the admi ni s-
trati on of their own country. 43 
-
· The enactment of the Northern Nigerian land policy and the 
direct taxation scheme in Southern Nigeria al so produced adverse 
·i•eilction from the Lagosians. They objected strenuously when Lugard 
·extended.his land policy to the South, thereby abolishing all owner-
ship rights and giving the ultimate title to the land to the British 
government. The next disagreement between Luga rd and Lagos came when 
Lugard attempted to impose a water rate on the city._ A riot broke 
out, because direct taxation was foreign to the Lagosians and they 
had not been consulted. 
·· .. During Lugard's years as Governor of Nig_eria, different 
Lagosiqn newsp·apers editorialized _and grumbled against Lugard. Hhen 
• Luga rd I~ r_eti r.ement was announced, th-e .Lagos 1:/eekly Record corranented: 
Let u.s hope that with the departure of Sir Frederick I the 
Nigerian ·sys tern-~ the product of· his exuberant imagi nation--
vii 1.1 be consigned to the 1 imbo of oblivion where embedded in 
the historical strata of· British imperial colonization it will 
exist-.as the fossilated remains of an administrative experi-
mental failure.44 
43Hansard's 
1914) 1 p, 339, . . 
,._ 
Parliamentary Debates, _5th ser,. Vol. 64, (July 1, 
.·. 44..-rhe Retirement of Sir Frederick Lugard, 11 the Lagos Hee~ly 
· Record, February 1-22, 19·19, as compiled in Lugard and the /Ima gamation 
of Nigeria, by A.H. M. Kirk-Greene, .(London: Frank Cass and Company, 
i96B),,p. 228. 
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Indirect rule--Lugardian:style--had been formulated and 
fashioned fl"om the existing native institutions of the highly cen-
tralized Northern Nig~rian emirates; this system prospered there 
better than anywhere else. However, when Lugard attempted to apply 
it to an area whose institutions were so different than the one for 
which this scheme had been originally devised, it failed. Lugard 
never really understood the various tribal customs and laws that 
made the Southeast and Southwest a series of semi-independent kingdoms; 
his fixation with the Fulani institutions prevented him from seeking 
alternative administrative policies that would have been more suitable 
for Sout.hern Nigeria. 
After spending twelve exhausting years in Nigeria, Lugard 
retired from .colonial service. By choosing to keep the North and 
South separate, each with their own Lieutenant-Governors, and only 
united in administrations, not people, Lugard left a legacy of 
tribalism, regionalism and internal conflict for future Nigerians. 
. APPENDIX Al 
BRITISH CAMPAIGNS'.AFTER THE BATTLE OF SOKOTO 
DATE . :EVENT 
3-15-03 · Battle of Sokoto. :. Sul tan, escaped to:---
3-16-03 · Rara 
3-17-03 · Gandi. 
3-18-03 Sububa 
3-19-03 Shinkafe (remained.four nights) 
3-23-03 Kwarin Zurmi · • 
3-24-03 .. Birnin Kaya 





3-30-03 · Fauwa 
3-31-03 Kankara 
4- 1-03 · Disappeared into bush 
4-13-03 · Burdon sent force against Sultan at Gusau 
4-20-03 Captain Goodwin arrived Gusau, failed to contact Sultan 
4-21-03 Sword receives letter from Resident, Kano 
4-22-03 Cargill reports Sultan at Cutum Biki 
1D.J.M. Muffett, Concerning Brave Captains, (L_ondon: Andre 




4-22-03 Sword leaves· Kano at midn_ight· 
4-25-03 Sword engaged at Gala 
4-25-27 Sword engaged- four-times; captured Sul tan's b_a_ggage 
4-28-03 Sword begins withdrawal to Kano 
4-28-03 Sword receives·orders from Cargill, Goes to Fajewa 
4-30-03 · Sword engaged near Ari bodey 
5- 2-03 · Sword engaged at. Yarari. 
5- 4-03 Sword reinforced.by. Lt·. Johnson with ammunition 
5- 6-03 Sword engaged·at Zadowa 
5- 7-03 Sword engaged.at Misau 
5- 8-03 Sultan arrived outside-Burmi 
5- 8-03 Barlow left Zaria in support of Sword 
5- 8-03 Sword withdrew to Tali 
5- 9-03 · Bauchi garrison joined Sword under Major Plummer 
5- 9-03 Sultan entered Burmi 
5-12-03 Hamilton-Browne left Gujba 
5-13-03 Sultan took refuge in Bima Hill 
5-13-03 First Battle of Burmi. Sword retired to Bauchi 
5-13-03 Hamil ton-Browne at Mutwe 
5-14-03 Hamilton-Browne at Gabai 
5-15-03 Gujba Garrison attack Sul tan at Gwoni on Bima Hi 11 
5-16-03 Sultan returned to Burmi 





Sword arrived at Bauchi 
Barlow arrived at Gombe 




5-26-03 Barlow moving east·received news of Sword's reverse 
5-27-03 Resident, Bauchi, received·one letter from Sultan in Burmi 
5-29~03. Brother of Emir of Kontagora and 200 men left Burmi 
5-31-03 Barl 0~1 at Ashaka 
6- 1-03 · 40 men Gujba· Garrison under Lt. Lawrence arrived at Ashaka 
6-2.:4::03 · Barlow's force reconnoitred Burmi 
6- 4-03 . 
6- 4-03 








Wallace reports to Chamberlain 
Barlow begins invest Burmi from Ashaka 
Wallace left Zungeru. ,for Zaria 
Chamberlain calls on neighboring reserves 
Marsh left Lokoja by steamer to Loko and Keffi 
Night attack by.Sultan's force on Ashaka 
Sword retired to Ashaka 
Barlow began harassing Burmi 
Hamilton-Browne arrived Ashaka 
Ashaka again attacked by night from Burmi 
6-27-03 Further reinforcements arrived from Bauchi 
6-27-03 'Barlow received orders from Morland to await Marsh 
6-30-03 · Barlow invested towns around Burmi 
7- 5-03 Engagement at Birri 





Marsh reached Bauchi 
Mar.sh ard) g.,.m from Zaria reached Nafada 
Junction with Sword and garrison from Ashaka 
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AN ADDRESS by SIR F. LUGARD, HIGH COMMISSIONER to the SULTAN, 
WAZIRI and ELDERS of SOKOTO, regarding the CONDITIONS of BRITISH RULE, 
REASONS for the WAR, &c., MARCH 21st, 1903. 
Translated to them ·by l<iari, and checked, word by word, by Major 
Burdon, Resident, So koto (Hausa Scho i a r) , and others. 
Present:---SIR F. LUGARD, COLONEL MORLAND, D.SO., Commandant MAJOR 
BURDON, Resident, Lieut.-COLONEL McCLINTOCI<, Commanding Battalion, 
MAJOR CUBITT, R.A., brigade Major, CAPTAIN ABADIE, Resident, Zaria, 
and others. Also the SULTAN elect, the WAZIRI, GALADEMA, MAITURARE, 
and other Elders of Sokoto. 
"The Royc1-l Niger Company made a Treaty with Sokoto many years 
ago. The Sultan promised friendship and alliance; the Company 
promised to pay a subsidy, and did so. Three years ago the King of 
England sent his own officers to administer this country instead of 
the Company and appointed me as Governor. I at once sent my trusted 
messenger, l<iari, to take my salutations to the Sultan· of Sokoto, 
and to say that I held to the promises made by the Company, and I 
lGreat Britain, Parliament, Parliamentary ~apers, Colonial 
Offtce; Annual Reports: Northern Nigeria: 1902: Cd. 1768-14. (1904), 
lviit 153, pp. 105-107. 
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looked to the Sultan to fulfill hi,s pledges. I bro_ught money to 
pay the subsidy when it should fall due. But take note of what 
happened. My messenger was treated with indignity. It i,s he who is 
now interpreting. Ask him what happened and he will remind you. 
No answer was sent to my letter, which was an insult to me and to 
my King. Owing to the treaty the Sultan had made with the British, 
the French could not touch his country. But the Sultan of Sokoto 
sent no friendly message. The treaty was made in the name of all 
the Mohammedan Emirates under Sokoto,-but they took arms against 
the British--Nupe, Illorin, and Yola; and Kontagora, and Kano. 
But I did not wish to denounce the Treaty, and I sent to the Sultan 
to ask him to nominate an Emir for Kontagora, when Ibrahim fought 
against us and was driven out. Again he sent no reply, till a year 
ago I received this letter declaring war. 
(Original letter shown to the Elders for identification.) 
"So the Treaty was killed by you yourselves and not by me. 
Then the Magaji of Keffi murdered the Resident--a lame man without 
arms to defend himself--and he ran to Kano and the Emir Alieu re-
ceived him with honour. So we went to Kano and fought and drove 
out Alieu, and the Magaji ran to Sokoto and was treated with honour. 
Again I wished not to fight with the head of the Musselmans and 
I sent a friendly letter, but I said that the Magaji must be given 
up, and that I wished to place a Resident and garrison at Sokoto. 
I came with troops, for though the -Sultan had made a treaty of 
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friendship it was well known that a whHe man could not come as a 
friend alone to Sokoto. My letter was put aside and the army of 
Sokoto came out to fight. We fought and your army was dispersed, 
and the Sultan fled and no one knows wher.e he .i.s gone,.•"" Now it is 
necessary for me to place a Resident and a garrison here, for this 
country is close to the country of the French and we are responsible 
for keeping peace and good order on our frontiers. The Resident is 
Major Burdon, 11ho comes to you as an advisor and a friend. You 
will consult him on all matters and be guided by him. 
''The old treaties are dead, you have killed them. Now these 
are the words which I, the High Commissioner, have to say for the 
future. The Fulani in old times under Dan Fodio conquered this 
country. They took the right to rule over it, to levy taxes, 
to depose kings and to create kings. They in turn have by defeat 
lost their rule which has come into the hands of the British. A1l 
these things which I have said the Fulani by conquest took the 
right to do now pass to the British. Every Sultan ·and Emir and the 
principal officers of State will be· appointed by the High Commissioner 
throughout all this country. The High Commissioner will be guided 
by the usual laws of succession and the wishes of the people and 
chiefs, but will set them aside if he desires for good cause to do 
so. The Emirs and Chiefs who are appointed will rule over the 
people as of old time and will take such ·taxes as are approved by 
the High Cammi ss i oner, but they wi 11 obey the 1 aws of the Governor 
and wii 1 act in accordance with the advice of the Re•si1lent. Buying 
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and selling slayes and enslaving people are forbidden~ ·rt is for-
bidden to import firearms (except flint-locks), and there are other 
minor matters which the Resident wil-1 explain. The Alkalis and the 
Emirs will hold the law courts· as of old, but bribes are forbidden, 
and mutilation and confinement of men in inhuman prisons are not -
lawful. The powers of each Court wilfbe contained in a warrant 
appointing it. Sentences ·of death will not be carried out without 
the consent of the Resident •. 
"The Government will, in future, hold the rights in land which 
the Fulani took by conquest from the people, and if Government· . 
requires land it will take it for any purpose. The Government holds 
the right of taxation, and will tell the Emirs and Chiefs what taxes 
they may levy', and what part of them must be paid to Government. The 
Government will have the right to all minerals, but the people may 
dig for iron and work in it subject to the approval of the High 
Cammi ssi oner, a11d may take salt and other minerals subject to any 
excise imposed by law. Traders wi 11 not be taxed by Chiefs, but 
only by Government. The coinage of the British will be accepted 
as legal tender, and a rate of exchange for cowries fixed, in 
_ consultation with Chiefs, and they will enforce it • 
.. 
"When an Emirate, or an office of state, becomes vacant, it 
will only be filled with the consent of the High Commissioner, and 
the person chosen by the council of Chiefs and approved by the High 
Commissioner will hold his place only on condition that he obeys 
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the laws of the Protectorate and the conditions of the appointment. 
Government will in no way interfere with the Mohammedan religion. 
All men are free to worship God as they please. Mosques and 
prayer places wiil be treated with respect by us. Every person, 
including slaves, has the right to appeal to the Resident, 1~ho will, 
however, endeavor to uphold the power of the natfve courts to deal 
with native cases according to the law and custom of the country. 
If slaves are ill-treated they will be set free as your Koran 
orders, otherwise Government does not.desire to interfere with 
existing domestic relations. But slaves set free must lie willing 
to work and not to remain idle or become thieves. The Resident 
may give permits to trustworthy men to bear firearms. Any person 
who harbours the Magaji or Keffi will be liable to be arrested and 
punished. It is his duty to catch him and bring him to the 
Resident. 
"It is the earnest desire of the King of England that his 
country shall prosper and grow rich in peace and in contentment, 
that the population shall increase, and the ruined towns whtch abound 
everywhere shall -be built up, and that war and trouble shall cease. 
Henceforth, no Emir or Chief shall levy war or fight, but his case 
will be settled by law, and if force is necessary Government will 
employ it. I earnestly hope to give effect in these matters to 
the wishes of the King. 
"In conclusion, I hope that you. will fin.d ... our rule sympathetic 
and that the country will prosper and be contented. You need have 
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no· fear regarding British rule, it is our wish to learn your 
customs and fashions, just as you must learn ours. I have little 
.fear that we shall agree, for you have always heard that 
British rule is just and fair, and people under.our King are 
satisfied. You must not fear to tell the Resident everything 
and he wi 11 help and advise you." 
(This outline, of course, v1as amplified and fully explained 
in the verbal translation.) 
F. D. L. 
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history of Northern Nigeria, with particular emphasis on the 
.. administration of Lord L:ugard. The author· was Resident of 
Zaria Province under Lugard and was rather· knowledgeable of 
the facts of the establishment of indirect rule in Northern 
Nigeria. 
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Temple, Charles Lindsay. Native Races and their Killers: Sketches 
and Studies of Official Life andilcfm1n1strative Problems 1n 
NTgena.~nded, with a critical introduction by M. Heskett. 
London: Frank. Cass and Company, 1968. ( 1918) 
This wel'l-wMtten and interesting book deals with 
British administration in Northern Nigeria. Chapters 3 and 4 
dealing with indirect rule versus direct rule are extremely 
va 1 uabl e as are the chapters dea 1 i ng wi,th 1 and tenure and 
taxation of Nigeria. The reading of this book gives some 
credence to the theory that it was actually Temple, rather 
than Lugard, who formulized indirect rule. 
Temple, Olive Susan. Edited by Charles L. Temple. Notes on the 
Tribes, Provinces, Emirates and States of.the Northern-
Provinces of Nigeria. New York: Barnesand Noble, 1967. 
{1919) - . . 
This highly technical and complicated anthropological 
study of various tribes·,· provinces and emirates of Northern 
Nigeria was compiled from official reports, letters and 
studies.by Olive Temple, wife of Charles Temple, a former 
resident and Acting High Commi ss.i oner· of Northern Nigeria. 




Adeleye, R.A. Power and Diplomacy in Northern Nigeria 1804-1906: 
The Sokoto Caliphate and Its Enemies. New York: Humanities 
Press, 1971 . 
Adeleye has written a much needed comprehensive account 
of the Sokoto Caliphate and its relationship to foreign 
intrusion. Part III dealing with the British conquest of 
Sokoto was inte,resting. Adeleye's emphasis that resistence 
to infidel administration did not end at the Battle of 
Sokoto, but in fact continued for many years after, is quite 
valuable. The letters from the Sultan to Lugard· and the 
bibliographic sources are of major importance. Many of the 
Humanities Press books, written by Nigerians, are part of 
the Ibada,n,:ser:ie~ eminating from the University of Ibadan, 
Nigeria, such as this work. . . 
Akintoye, S.A. Revolution and Power Politics in Yorubaland 1840-1893. 
New York: Humanities Press, 1971. -
Professor Akintoye has produced a compli.cated study 
of the power struggle among the Yoruba in the late 19th century. 
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He proves that, contrary to popular opinion, the turbulence 
of these years was not so much due to external influences, 
such as European presence, as- to i nterna 1 pressures to form 
new·centers of power. 
Akpan, Ntieyong Udo. Epitah to·rndirect Rule. London: Frank Cass 
and Company, 1967. 
A native and administrative-officer of Eastern Nigeria, 
Akpan has viri tten a highly complex boo I( dea 1 i ng with the 
evolution of democratic local rule in Eastern Nigeria. The 
emphasis on some of the good points of indirect rule are 
valuable, in that they balance the opinions and criticisms 
of indirect rule. Akpan discusses indirect rule in Eastern 
Nigeria where it was considered most unsuccessful and corrupt, 
and he points out the good legacy it left. 
Alagoa, Ebieberi Joe·. The Small Brave City State. Madison: The 
University of Wisconsin Press, 1964. 
This history of Nimbe-Brass is quite informative as 
it gives the reactions of Africans to the advent of the 
British. Alagoa feels that the Akassa Har was one of many 
reasons that the British government decided to take over the 
job of administering Nigeria from the Royal Niger Company. 
Ayandele, E.A. I_he Missionary Imyact on Modern Nigeria 1842-1914: 
A Politica1and Social Ana ysis. Ne1~ York: Human1t1es Press, 
T967. -
Dr. Ayandele has written a most informative account of 
Christian missionary activity, but more important has written 
it from the Nigerian viewpoint. Chapter 4, dealing with the 
conflict between missionaries arid indirect rule, is valuab-le. 
Bretton, Henry P. Power and Stabi 1 ity in Nigeria: The Po 1 i ti cs of 
Decolonization. New\'ork: Frederick A. Praeger, 1962. 
This is a critique on the political and administrative 
institutions of Nigeria. In analyzing political stability, 
at a time (1962) when Nigeria was being admired for suth 
stability, Bretton warns of centrifugal forces among other 
complexities pulling Nigeria apart. 
Burns, Sir Alan. History of Nigeria. London: George Allen and 
Unwin, 1963. -
This book is a short, complete--hisrory of Nigeria, 
important for its chapters on the- Northern Nfgeria Protectorate, 
the Southern Nigeria Protectorate and the ama 1 gama tion of 
Nigeria. 
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Cook 1 Arthur Norton. British.Enterprise in Nigeria. London: Frank 
Cass and Company,7964. (1943). · 
Cook's history of.Nigeria is a study of .the British 
stay in Nigeria, beginning· with the initial commercial interest 
and ending with the steps of self-government for the Nigerians. 
Chapters 5 and 6, dealing with the pacificat-ltJn of Northern 
Nigeria and the amalgamation, are of particular interest. 
Coleman, James_S. Nigeria: Background to Nationalism. Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1958. 
An analysis of the rise and growth of nationalism in 
Nigeria, culminating with 'independence, is presented in this 
book. Chapters 6-8 are particularly revealing about the early 
resistance movements.during Lord Lugard's administration. 
Crowder, MichaeL fl Short History of Nigeria. New York: Frederick A. 
• Praeger, 1966. 
Crowder presents a short, complet~ history of Nigeria, 
includin_g a study of its tribal groupings.·. Chapter 13, 
dealing with the unification, was .. quite informative, especially 
as it dealt with some of the problems Lugard faced with the 
amalgamation of Nigeria. 
Flint, John E. Sir George Goldie and the Making of Nigeria. London: 
Oxford University Press, 1960. 
Flint has written an impressive biography of a most 
important man, Sir George Goldie. This book is valuable as 
it deals with the British claim to Northern Nigeria by the 
Royal Niger Company and Sir George Goldie. It is from their 
hands in which the British government under Lord Lugard take 
over . 
• Nigeria and Ghana. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: 
--~P-re-ntice Hall ,Inc., 1966. 
Flint compares and contrasts the histories of Nigeria 
and Ghana. The last chapter, dealing with the colonial 
period of both countries, is quite interesting. 
$eary, Sir William. Nigeria Under British Rule. London: Frank Cass, 
1965. (1927) -
This is a detailed account from the British viewpoint 
of British beginnings,and administration· in. Nigeria. The 
chapters concerning Lu'!Jard' s rule i 11 Nigeria ·v/ere for the 
most part a recitation of facts and statistics; however, 
the extensive use of colonial reports, private letters, and .. 
"Blue Book" reports were. quite helpful. 
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Hailey, Lord. Native Adri11nistration:in the British African 
Territories. Part IlI. London:7Tfs Majesty's Stationery 
Offi~e, 1951.·-. -- . . · 
Lord Ha "il ey presents· a detailed study of British 
administration in Nigeria, Gold Coast, Sierra Leone and 
Gambia, with special emphasis on Nig~1,,1'a.::w:ah!lable for 
its tables and statistics·on revenue and court cases, the 
book elaborates on the administration in each section and 
province of Nigeria. 
Hannah, Robert Wilfred. "The Origins of Indirect Ru'le in Northern 
Nigeria 1890-1904." Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Michigan 
State University, 1969. 
This dissertation deals with the institution of indirect 
rule and the settling of various boundary disputes. Hannah's 
work was most valuable in providing bibliographical material, 
especially citing the only known copy of Lugard's 1906 
Political Memoranda in the United States. 
Hogben, S.J. and Kirk-Greene, A.H.M. The Emirates of Northern Nigeria. 
· London: Oxford University Pres~966. -
The book is divided into t1~0 parts; the first part 
deals with the geographical and historical heritage of 
Northern Nigeria, including the kingdoms of Ghana, Mali, 
Songhai and Bornu. The second part gives a historical 
account of each emirate. 
·Hogben, S.J. An Introduction to the History of the Islamic States 
· of Northern Nigeria. Ibadan: Oxford University Press, 1967. 
Ikime, 
This complete social, political and cultural history 
is a prerequisite to u·nderstand the people and customs of 
Northern Nigeria. The majority of the book deals with a 
brief history of each emirate. 
Obaro. Niger Delta Rivalry: Itsekiri-Urhobo Relations and 
the European Presence 1884-1936. New York: Humanities Press, 
1969. 
Ikime has presented a complex study of the relationships 
between the Itsekiri, primarily coastal people and the 
agricultural Urhobo in the midwest section of Nigeria. In 
actuality, this is a history, beginning not in 1884 as the 
title states, but with ethnological background information 
and relationships between the ·t\10- groups--and the Europeans 
in 1485. Ikime stresses how European intervention and 
presence molded Itsekiri-Urhobo relations. Chapters 4 
and 5, dealing with British penetration and the native court 
system, were extremely informative .. 
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Johnston, Hugh A.S. The.Fulani Empire of Sokoto. London: Oxford 
Univ·ersity Press, l 96O. 
The background and history of the Hausa-Fulani people 
are discussed in this book.· Chapter 23, coveril)g the fall ... 
of Sokoto to the British and Appendix III,_ ii _c.ritical 
analysis of Luga rd' s part, in the Kano-Soko'ti'i"'&xp'edi tion, 
are very helpful. 
Jones, G.I. The Trading States·of the Oil Rivers: A Study of . 
Pol iticaT Devel o ment 111 Eastern Nfgeria. London: Oxford 
Un 1 vers i ty Press, 963-. · 
This is a comprehensive study of the political systems 
and their developments in the Oil Rivers section of Eastern 
Nigeria. Chapter 6 is most informative as it explains the 
reactions of the indigenous population to European penetration. 
Kirk-Greene, A.H.M. Adamawa Past and Present. London: Oxford 
University Press, 1958-.--
The author presents a history of the Adamawa region, 
part of which was German-held territory. This study clarifies 
how·British administration, the indirect rule type, was 
established in this area by districts and sections. 
____ • Maiduguri and the Capitals of-Bornu. Noria, Zaria: 1958. 
This brief history of the various capitals of Bornu 
was written on occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of 
Maiduguri. It gives a brief description of Lord Lugard's 
administration in relation to Bornu. 
Last, Murray. The Sokoto Caliphat~. London: Longman, Green and 
Company,7967. 
This comprehensive history of the Sokoto Caliphate is 
most valuable for two reasons: its description of Sokoto's 
political, cultural, social and religious institutions before 
the advent of British rule; and the invaluable bibliography, 
much of it translated from Arabic, Fulani and Hausa. 
Low, Victor N. Three Nigerian Emirates: A Study in Oral History. 
Evanston, 111 rnoi s: Northwestern. Uni vers 1 tyl'ress, 1972. 
Professor Low has compiled a most informative and 
valuable history, based largely upon oral tradition of 
Gombe, Katagum and Hadejia •. Jhis Mstory ends 11ith the 
advent of British administration, but is necessary for 
background information. It gives the reader an insight as 
to what Lugard and his residents found in these three 
emirates. The bibliography is extremely informative. 
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Muffett, D.J.M. Concerning Brave Captains. London: Andre Deutsch, 
l 964. . 
Muffett has·written·a detailed account of.the military, 
pacification of Northern Nigeria. This book reveals the 
immense resistance th,\"t the.Fulani displayed against British 
occupation. More importantly, Muffett challenges and raises 
serious doubts about the.portrait-of Lord Lugard as a humane 
administrator, reluctant to·fight the Fulani. The documents 
in this book are invaluabl~.·· 
Nicolson, I.F. The Administration of Nigeria 1900-1960: Men,· 
Methods and Myths. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1969 .-
This is a critical analysis of the British administration 
of Nigeria from 1900 to 1960. The most valuable chapters, 
6 and 7, deal with Lugard and Northern Nigeria, and the 
amalgamation. In Chapter 6, Nicolson not onlv levels a 
devastating attack upon indirect rule, but also upon the myth 
of Lugard as a great British ~dministration genius. 
Pedraza, Howard J. Boorioboola-Gha--The Story of Lokoja. London: 
Oxford University Press, l 960. 
Charles Dickens, the anti-colonial nineteenth century 
British author, gave the town of Lokoja, Lord Lugard's 
headquarters, the name "Boorioboola-Gha" to emphasize his 
ridicule of British interest in Nigeria. Pedraza writes a 
short but informative history of Lokoja, ending in modern 
times. The description of the ceremony in which Lugard took 




Lugard: The Years of Adventure.· London: Collins, 
Volume I of Lugard's biography gives a valuable 
insight into the makings of the man, his capabilities and 
his limitations. Both volumes of this biography are extremely 
valuable partly for the references and for their high degree 
of objectivity, even though the author was a personal friend 
of Lugard. 
Lugard: The Years of Authority. - - London: Collins, 1960. 
Volume II of Lugard's biography deals with the years 
1898-1945, the years when Lugard ~ias most productive. Most 
valu.chle e .."e P?-.rt One, covering Northern Nigeria, 1898-1906, 
and Part Three, the amalgamation and the administration of 
Nigeria, 1912-1918. Luga rd' s private 1 etters and other 
valuable documents are used quite extensively, giving the 
reader invaluable information. · 
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. Native Administration in Nigeria. London: Oxford 
--~□~n~iversity Press, 1937.'- -
This book.is a clear, ·concise study of indirect 
rule in Nigeria; however, jt was written at a time when no 
serious-challenge to L_ugard'>and his indirect rule·had been 
presented. A decade later·the·British indirect·rule system 
was under attack .. Therefore, this book tends to be one-
sided in that .it never. seriously questions the.feasibility 
of. this system for'all of:Nigeria. Since this book-is · 
thoroughly researched, jts:sources are invaluable. 
Ryder, A.F.C. Benin and the Europeans 1485-1897. New York: 
Humanities Press, J 969.: · 
Professor Ryder has written an interesting study of 
European influence on Benin. Chapter 7 was the most valuable 
as it dealt with the'.events immediately preceding the 
twentieth century,• and thus set. the stage for what was 
to occur. · 
Schultze, Dr. Arnold. The Sultanate of Bornu .. London: Frank Cass 
and Company, 1968. (1913) -
·. Dr. Schultze, as a member of the Anglo-German Yola-
Chad Boundary Commission in 1903-1904, became interested in 
studying the history of Bornu. This is a complete monograph 
of Bornu, including geographic, cultural, historical and 
political data. The chapter dealing with Rabeh was most 
interesting. 
ARTICLES 
Atanda, J.A. "Indirect Rule in Yorubaland." Tarikh, Vol. III, 
No. 3, 1970, pp. 16-28. . 
Atanda's work is a detailed analysis of indirect rule 
in the present western part of Nigeria. Although indirect 
rule was instituted as the administrative doctrine in the 
pre-Lugardian days, it was .not concretely defined until the 
second decade of the twentieth century. Atanda emphasizes 
that indirect rule does not mean the total preservation of 
all traditional institutions but the revision of these 
institutions to fit the framework of British administration. 
Crowder, ··M'ti::llael; · "Indirect Rule--French and British Style." 
Africa, Vol. XXXIV, July, 1964. 
Crowder wrote this article as a rebuttal to Deschamp's 
article "Et Maintenant, Lord Lugard?" Crowder argues, and. 
rightly so, that the French and British colonial policies 
of the early twentieth. century were not both indirect rule 
and differed not only iri degree·, but in essence. 
96. 
Deschamps, Gouverneur. "Et Mai ntenant, Lord Luga rd?"· Africa, 
Vol. XXXIII, December, 1963 .. 
This is a lecture given·before the International Institute 
of African Languages and Culture, by Deschamps, jn.which he 
seeks to convince the· audience that the French;i:oloniaJ pol icy 
of the early twentieth century was in fact quite similar to 
Lugard 1s policy of indirect·rule, since both empires depended 
on the indigenous chiefs. This article is interesting in the 
fact that it presents another view, but I think Desc·hamps has 
drawn the wrong conclusion. 
Igbafe, Phillip A. "Western Ibo Society and lts Resistance to 
British Rule: Ekumeku Movement 1898-1911." The Journal of 
African History, XII (1971), pp. 441-459. -, -
This is a study of the much misunderstood Ekumeku 
movement and its response to British intervention in Eastern 
Nigeria. The Ekumeku movement consolidated and offered 
prolonged resistance to British rule in the Asaba hinterland. 
Igbafe states and proves that the British ·colonial adminis-
·tration used a great amount of armed force to destroy the 
movement, disproving the generally accepted theory that 
military occupation was only used in Northern Nigeria. 
--...c....~· "Indirect Rule in Benin." Tarikh, Vol. III, No. 3, 
1970,pp. 29-40. 
Igbafe has written a study of British rule in Benin 
1897-1930 and a comparison of the unorganized, haphazard 
British administration before 1914 with the well-oiled 
machinery of British administration under Lugard. The 
author asserts that British rule before 1914 was not 
sufficiently defined to be considered•indirect rule, in 
comparison to the British government of Northern Nigeria 
during the same years. 
Ikime, Obaro. "The Establishment of Indirect Rule in Northern 
Nigeria." Tarikh, Vol. III, No. 3, 1970, pp. 1-15. 
·This article explains how and why indirect rule was 
established in Northern Nigeria by Lugard. It also points 
out some of the consequences of indirect rule in .Northern 
Nigeria . 
.- "Reconsidering Indirect Rule: The Nigerian Example." 
--~,--Journal of the Historical Society of Nigeria, Vol. IV, No. 3 
pp. 42]-438. "· 
Ikime presents a highly technical article dealing with 
the problems of writing the history and of defining indirect 
rule. The article deals with the criteria of classifying 
indire~t rule, using Nigeria as the example. 

